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ONE: In Case of Fire 

I was somewhere between a dream and a state of emergency. My 
house was on fire . Its walls were walls offlame. I thought: the letter 
M will save me. Music, margarine, marshmallow, mother, meat. 
M. Between its tall twin peaks, moonwater will enter, will cool my 
thighs and forehead, will extinguish everything. 

I'm awake now. I've checked all the rooms and the cellar. There is 
no smoke anywhere. Nothing seems about to explode. But I won't 
go back to bed, I'll stay awake all night, I'll guard the sleepers. 
Seven sleeping bodies and myself the sentinel, the family brown
dog. When something catches fire I will bark and bark. 

When something catches fire, Warren will take charge oOohn 
and Eric. Surgeons are good in emergencies. If the stairway is 
impassable, Warren and the boys will crawl from the side window 
in the master bedroom onto the garage roof. Buddie and Selma are 
sleeping in Warren's study on the far side of the house. Selma will 
be stupid and hysterical, of course, diving into the black smoke to 

rescue her good winter coat, but Buddie will control her. He'll 
wrap her in a blanket and carry her down the rope ladder like an 
enormous sausage. Downstairs, in the sunroom, Mimi and Law
rence are using the daybed. I shall burst in on them and lead them 
to safety. Perhaps they will be making love. Would my sister Mimi 
permit lovemaking in the middle of the night following her own 
mother's funeral? 

How does one behave after a funeral? I have never been prepared 
for funerals . The funeral director was reluctant to believe that there 
had been no prior arrangement for our mother's burial. Was there a 
deed to a cemetery lot among her papers? We assured him there 
was not. But had we looked through her dresser drawers? The 
suggestion offended us. In our family, we told him, important 
papers are kept in a safe. In case of fire . 

In case of fire, I know how to behavt.: . All my life I have been 
rehearsing for it. I shall keep calm. I shall walk quickly and quietly 
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to the nearest exit. While grown men suffer heart attacks and big fat 
women wet their pants from fear, I, Martha, a little child, shall 
guide and reassure them. I shall balance on the window ledge and 
toss the babies out onto the waiting net. I shall climb bravely down 
the fireman's ladder, not minding that the people below can see 
everything I have on under my dress. 

I have never been in a real fire. But once, almost, at the theater 
with Warren. The actors were breathing hard in a passionate 
second act; I was breathing with them, unconscious of my body in 
its second-row seat. It was Warren who noticed, and made me see, 
that the people in the back rows were filing out of the theater. 
Turtle-witted Martha. What, I wondered, had this to do with the 
action of the play? A character on stage said, "I've always dreamt 
this would happen." What was happening? I, too, have always 
dreamt. Then a bald man appeared on stage, raising his hands 
above his head as if to bless us all. "Ladies and gentlemen, the 
theater is not on fire. Cigarettes and papers are smoldering in an 
ashtray. I repeat, there is no fire, no fire at all.))The actors rekindled 
their. passions and I, mine, matching my breathing to theirs until 
the final curtain. 

I called my father to tell him that mother's heart gave out. ''Well 
I'll be damned," he said. "So it's curtains for old Bertha." I see my 
father's jack-o-lantern face grinning through the sheer Dacron 
curtains at my kitchen window. "I'll see you at the funeral," he said. 
"Don't bother meeting my plane. I'll take a cab to the chapel." Five 
minutes before the funeral service, my father-ruddy cheeked, 
portly, perspiring,grinning-exploded in our faces. Our sad sallow 
faces. Mimi took one look at him and started to cry. Buddie hugged 
her. "Don't mind him, Mimi. He can't help himself Just be glad he 
came alone." Two hours later he was off again. After the horror at 
the cemetery, after the awful scene with Grandma Rosen, he 
streamed away in a bright yellow taxi, waving his paisley hand
kerchieffrom the open window. You could almost hear the sirens. 

We used to have a game. A sound for Daddy? Sirens. A bird for 
Mother? Pigeon. A vegetable for Buddie? Carrots. (His carrot
colored hair. Drained of its fire now, prematurely compromised by 
gray.) A bird for Daddy? Rooster. A liquid for Martha? Ink. A bird 
for Grandma Rosen? Cuckoo. (Our mother's mother, senile for as 
far back as any of us could remember.) An insect for Martha? 
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IN CASE OF FIRE 

Ladybug. A tune for Mimi? Do re mi mi. A fish for Mother? Gefilte 
fish. A beverage for Mimi? Hot chocolate. 

When Mimi ran off to marry Lawrence, our father said, ''What 
the hell, it could have been worse. He could have been a dark 
Negro." But our mother cried and cried in her bedroom, never 
when we could see her, only at night in her bedroom, corning 
red-eyed and white-lipped to the breakfast table every morning for 
what seemed like months afterward. "He may come here if he 
chooses, but I'll never speak to him, never touch him," our mother 
said. Nor did she ever. She was, she often told us, a woman offirm 
principles. "To my own heart I listen. And to God." But in the 
day-to-day she was vague and acquiescent, like a person who has 
just returned to normal life after a long and draining illness. Her 
children had to advise her what to wear and what to cook for 
dinner. When Buddie, still in elementary school, announced that 
he hated the woman next door who wouldn't let us walk through 
her yard, our mother reddened and said that Buddie was right, she 
wouldn't invite Mrs. Ravitz in for tea again. Our mother said, "I'm 
not a very good judge of people." 

A color for Auntie Clara? Purple. There were games and games. 
Miss Clara Cohen with a breath of cloves, always a stranger out of 
our mother's misty past. She came from some distant city once or 
twice a year, drinking tea with our mother all afternoon but leaving 
before our father returned from work. When she entered our home 
she would take our mother's hand in hers and keep it there. Then 
she would survey us from her fur-collared eminence and murmur, 
"Children!" To her we were only that: children, Bertha's sprout
lings, always of the same indeterminate age. "Your mother is a 
wonderful person," she would tell us. "Children, always be good to 
your dear mother." Or, sure of her power to charm us, she would 
beckon us near her, asking, "What does a doggie say? What does a 
pussycat say? What does a great big horsie say?" and then, satisfied 
with our bowwows and meows and neighs, finding a barley pop 
for each of us in her fat-bellied purse before leading our mother 
away. They sat in the parlor hol<;iing hands. They drank cup after 
cup of tea. 

I am alone in my own kitchen, drinking sherry alone in the 
middle of the night. My dead mother is drinking tea with her dead 
girlfriend Clara Cohen . My father is in Detroit drinking whiskey 
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with his second wife. He is telling her about our mother's funeral . 
My father's wife laughs at his lying stories; her fat breasts bounce in 
her expensive silk kimono. She opens her mouth wide as she 
laughs. I am disgusted by the pinkness of her tongue, the tongue of 
a stepmother. My father's wife is a witch, an adventuress; Mimi and 
Buddie and Warren and Lawrence and I are agreed on this. Only 
Selma thinks otherwise. "She's nice enough if you give her a 
chance," says Selma. Poor Selma. Give me a chance is what she 
really means. After a year as Buddie's wife, she still turns her big, 
brown, blue-lidded eyes to us-for love! Even Mimi doesn't under
stand how Buddie came to marry Selma. We can't imagine them 
alone together. 

I have emptied a box of my mother's keepsakes onto the kitchen 
table. The accumulated past takes hold of my house, takes hold of 
me like a fever. I am aware of all the noises in this house. People are 
coughing, wheezing, moaning in their sleep. I hear the daybed in 
the sunroom creaking. They are making love. But the house is cold. 
A wind is boring through the bricks. Something (call it dust) has 
blown across my feet and vanished under the pantry door. And, at 
the window, is it squirrel breath? I am the milk-bitch of this 
mourning house. My nostrils will detect polluting fumes. Then I 
shall run from room to room, waking everyone. 

Brown snapshots. A tarnished silver bracelet. A museum print of 
a Tibetan statue. An embroidered handkerchief, the work of a 
clumsy child. Some old report cards. A letter from Clara Cohen 
beginning, "My darling Bertha . . . " I cannot bear to read it. "Dear 
Mum. You and daddy hate me. I hate you to. I am runing a way. 
Love. Buddie." An enlarged group photograph in which I recog
nize my mother, young, and some of her cousins. One face has 
been cut from the picture, a neat square window carved by a razor 
blade. Whose face? Who sent this picture postcard from Havana? I 
cannot make out the signature. All the postmarks are obscured. I 
cannot fmd what I am looking for. 

Mimi and I used to ask the Ouija Board. We hid it from our 
father, he would have laughed at us. Will I pass arithmetic? Will my 
love be fair or dark? Will I be happy in my life? Mimi and I went to a 
psychic demonstration in a dark basement room in Greenwich 
Village. It was just after the divorce. People in the audience wrote 
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out questions on the backs of laundry slips. "Was our mother ever 
happy with our father? " The psychic said, "Yes. I can tell you 
that she was often happy. Her family was important to her. 
There were good times and bad. In bad times she had her 
memories to cherish." The psychic knew nothing of my 
mother. He was a fraud, as all of us who claim to know are 
frauds. 

How often did I see my mother in the year of her death? 
Ten or a dozen times. She would come for lunch and spend 
the afternoon. It was a cold rainy day. It was yesterday. We sat 
here in the kitchen, I with my mug of coffee, she with her cup 
of tea. Eric came home from kindergarten and said, "We had a 
fire grill. We went outside in the rain without our jackets on. I 
thought it was going to be a cookout." I laughed. I thought 
my mother was laughing too, but she had covered her face 
with her hands and she was weeping. I put my arms around 
my frail mother and I held her and she told me everything. No. 
I said nothing. I did nothing for her. I took Eric upstairs for a 
change of clothing, and when I came back to the kitchen my 
mother was herself again. She was stirring her tea. 

We also went out without our jackets in the rain, in the 
snow, in the middle of the night, obedient victims of our 
father's fire drills. We climbed down ladders, slid down drain 
pipes, lowered ourselves from window ledges while he shouted, 
"Good, that's good, now let go," and neighbors rushed to their 
doorways to admire our lunacy. We peered over the edge of 
the roof to see our sickly mother, far below us, wrapped in a 
pale blue flannel bathrobe and surrounded by the items of real 
and sentimental value it was her role to rescue. Each place we 
lived in had its evacuation plan. There were bells and buzzers, 
there were routes and alternate routes and check points, and, 
once, before Buddie was born, there was a third-floor apart
ment with a real fire escape down which I crawled by 
moonlight, bruising my knees on its rusted iron rungs. Our 
father directed everything, timing us with his stopwatch, always 
setting new records, bestowing on the bravest among us a nickel or, 
during the war years when his reclaimed rubber business was 
thriving, a silver dollar. We rolled on the ground in blankets. We 
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stamped out imaginary sparks. We heard our mother wailing, "But 
they'll fall, they'll catch their deaths, they'll be a laughing stock," a 
hundred times over, and always with the same true anguish. 

The morning after, one of us, at least, had chills and fever. 
And it was true that people, neighbors, laughed at us. Still, we 
had friends who begged for invitations to our home, and 
sometimes our father would reward them. I had a sleep-over 
friend named Susan, beautiful at fifteen, a princess in a 
floor-length nightgown ruffled at the hem and at the shoulders. 
Buddie offered to help her down the ladder but, instead, our 
father carried her, wrapping her first in our best Hudson Bay 
blanket. 

He would bring the evening paper to the dinner table, reading 
aloud the stories about fires-burned babies, parents who died 
going back into a flaming house to rescue a child who was 
already safe outside, people who died because they refused to 
leap at the fireman's command, people who forgot to flick the 
oil-burner switch, fire extinguishers that might have saved a 
hou~ehold had they been properly used, businessmen who lost a 
lifetime of papers carelessly stored, cigarettes inadequately 
snuffed, leaf fires left unsupervised, faulty wiring, insufficient 
insurance, folly, neglect. "Am I right, Bertha? Children, am I 
right?" Our father was right, our fire-breathing dragon of a 
father, black smoke pouring from his nostrils, from his lips red 
and yellow flames, our private furnace of damnation. News from 
the beginning of time proves him right. Nineveh is burning. 
Hansel's witch is burning in the oven. Rome is burning. London 
is burning. Joan of Arc is burning at the stake. Smoke is rising 
from the incinerators at Treblinka. At Hiroshima the firestorm is 
spreading. Flames in Korea. Flames in Vietnam. Flesh melting. 
Somewhere in the sky tonight a plane with a bellyload of passen
gers is laboring, is about to give death. There! A flaming fish in 
the sky, it leaps and dives, it intersects the horizon like a curse. 
Ignited bodies-dozens, hundreds of them-are sparking in its 
wake. Standing at my kitchen doorway now to watch this air 
disaster that will make tomorrow's headlines, I am afraid for 
myself. I think that the sparks will catch my hair. The Fourth of 
July has always been my enemy. Even the candles on my birthday 
cake. 
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I am angry. I accuse my father. "I am afraid offire. You made me 
afraid offire." But my father laughs at me. He is in Detroit drinking 
whiskey, fondling his second wife. She is hot. Her thighs are 
burning. Her expensive silk kimono gapes open at the top to 
expose her blue-veined breasts. 

I was afraid on my wedding night. In our room on the thirty
second floor of the Waldorf Astoria, I looked through the window 
down to the receding sidewalks. I told Warren I was afraid. Of 
heights? No. That it would hurt? Not really, no, not actually afraid 
of that. What then? Mraid offire. Trapped on a thirty-second floor, 
how could I survive the leap? Warren likes to tell it still as an 
after-dinner story. How on our wedding night eleven years ago in a 
posh room in the best hotel in New York City with the champagne 
cocktails drained and us on the verge of everything, how in the gasp 
before the consummation, how in the very moment of, how on the 
thirty-second floor I thought of fire. 

''We've always got to think of fire," our father shouted, wagging 
the evening paper in our faces at the dinner table. And, sometimes, 
after dinner, salesmen would come to sell us fire alarms or fire 
extinguishers or fireproof safes, and our mother would whisper, 
"But we can't afford ... " and our father would counter with, ''We 
can't afford not . . . " and all of us would gather around the salesman 
to be instructed how to break the little window on the fire 
extinguisher, or what to do should the alarm go off, or, in the case 
of safes, to hear a lecture on what constitutes an important family 
document. The Trulock Safe Co. ran a contest that only Trulock 
Safe owners like ourselves were eligible to enter. I PREFER A 

TRULOCK SAFE BECAUSE. "Because it doesn't leak," said Buddie, 
made bold by his first wet dream the month before. Our 
father roared at that. He gobbled up the dirty talk, he liked his boy 
to know which end was up. He would burst through the front door 
on winter nights yelling, "Hot as a crotch in here; cold enough 
outside to freeze your balls off," while our mother, wearing the 
stony absent look, seemed to be searching her memory for a rule 
that governed what nice people did and didn't. "Men can talk smut 
if they wantto, but nice girls don't listen." And a nice girl, ifshe had 
to use the bathroom, didn't say, "Let's go the to A & P,}) as I once 
did in our mother's hearing, for which offense I was obliged to eat a 
teaspoonful of mustard as an example (for she was all of two years 
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younger) to my little sister Mimi, while our father in the next room 
muttered, "Horseshit." 

On Buddie's twenty-first birthday, he and I (Mimi and Law
rence were living in Philadelphia then) sat across the table from our 
father at Mario's Italian Kitchen and learned, between the lasagna 
and the spumoni on the luncheon special, that our father was about 
to leave our mother. For thirty years he'd been turning himself 
inside out for Bertha-hadn't he become a Jew for her sake?-but 
from here on in it was each man for himself. We needn't worry any 
about our mother, he said; she'd manage fine without him. She was 
a nice woman and all that but she wasn't warm, she didn't get close 
to people, she'd been a cold fish from the day he met her but ever 
since that C. C. business it had been like living with a stone. What 
business? When? "She never told you?" She never told us anything. 
''Well then," he said, "I guess she doesn't want you kids to know." 

My cold dead mother. All her surviving relatives came to the 
funeral and wept. "Your poor dead mother," said Aunt Dolly. 
"You are so much like her." "Martha is her mother's child," my 
uncle Leon said. I, Martha, Bertha's child: and who is that? Since 
the answer page has been torn from the back of the book, I shall 
work it out by myself. It is simply a matter of leading the rabbit 
from A, which is the cabbage patch, to Z, which is the hutch. One 
has only to introduce the pencil into the maze. Through the fire 
doors, through the revolving doors marked NOT AN ACCRED

ITED EGRESS, through the turnstile at the circus, I pursue 
my mother. The bald magicians have the center ring. They put my 
mother into a wooden box, they lock the box, they set fire to the 
box. There is no possibility of fraud. But my mother refuses to be 
burned. She is taking her bow in the center ring, looking pert and 
self-assured in her spangled snow-flake costume. And now she is 
swinging from the high trapeze, riding a unicycle, feeding the 
lions. And here she is again on the far side of a glass door, standing 
beside a tall bearded lady I think I recognize. It is a locked glass 
door: knock knock. "Who's there?" "Martha." "Martha who?" 
"Martha Steele Blau," I say, but my mother denies me. She turns 
her back to me. She takes her friend by the hand and vanishes. I 
would pursue her further but I cannot. This house is on fire. This 
maze is, after all, impassable. 

"Incredible," says Warren. 
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He has joined me in the kitchen. He was sleeping fitfulJy; he had 
a bad dream; he woke up with a start; he smelJed smoke. He has 
come downstairs to find me here, crying, standing over the sink 
with a box of Arm & Hammer baking soda in my hand, while my 
mother's box of keepsakes, which I have set on a cookie tin and 
placed in the sink and put a match to, continues to shiver in the 
smaiJ blue flames. 
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TWO: Gaylady 

On the first anniversary of our mother's death, Mimi arrived at 
my house after dinner. She said, "Gaylady sent me." She said, 
"Gaylady says we have to light a candle in memory of Bertha." 

I was bewildered but pleased. To have Gaylady involved in my 
life again-that was good news! A year and a half earlier, when I'd 
last seen Gaylady, she said to me, "Carpe diem, Martha. I've been 
making exceptions for you and Mimi, but I seldom traffic with 
persons over the age of fifteen, you know." At that time I was 
thirty-three. I was in the bathroom preparing for bed, for love. 
Gaylady showed me how to collect a great tangle of hair from our 
several hairbrushes, and how to fix a beard between my breasts 
with, Vaseline. Gaylady reminded me about the patient Warren had 
operated on that very morning-a grossly muscular woman, War
ren said, with a chest that was positively thatched. Then Gaylady 
hid in the shadows while I walked languorously to the bed, opened 
my robe, and offered myself to Warren. 

What bewildered me was that Gaylady would associate herself 
with a religious ritual. I'm not an observant Jew, and neither is 
Mimi. After my mother's death I received two gift copies of The 
Mourner's Handbook, one from Aunt Dolly, the other from War
ren's mother. They were identical, except that Aunt Dolly's was 
bound in black fabric, Nana Blau's in purple leatherette. I read the 
books, both of them, cover to cover, word by word: the prayers in 
Hebrew and English on facing pages, the list of mourners' obliga
tions; then I donated both copies to the Salvation Army along with 
my mother's clothes. I was, of course, already familiar with memo
rial candles. My mother had lit one every year for her dead father, 
my Grandpa Rosen, Martin Rosen, the person I'd been named for. 
Memorial candles are nothing more than glass tumblers filled with 
paraffin and a wick running through. You can buy them in the 
supermarket. They burn for twenty-four hours, I think. They're 
not a serious fire hazard. 
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GAYLADY 

-Knock knock. 
-Who's there? 
-Mimi. 
-Mimi who? 
-Mimi in St. Louis, Louis. 
Without Mimi to remind me, I'd have let our mother's death 

date slide by unnoticed. Mimi keeps the record straight for both 
of us. She has an amazing grasp of dates and numbers. She 
works in a bank, in the loans department. She's a very accurate 
person. 

We're close, Mimi and I. We're the closest two sisters we 
know. Close as a pair of thieves, as a pair of pants, as a peanut 
butter sandwich-these are things people say about us. And 
people get a kick out of naming our act. Ladies and gentlemen, 
The Twin Lizzies! Proudly presenting-The M&Ms! When Mimi 
and I are together, laughing as we do hahahaha, it's a bona fide 
carnival; we could sell tickets. John and Eric would rather watch 
us than the TV. Fortunately, we're together a lot. Except for the 
years in Philadelphia when Lawrence was at law school, Mimi 
and I have always had access to each other. Our marriages allow 
for this. With Warren so involved in his patients, and Lawrence 
so committed to his clients and his causes (peace demonstrations 
and civil rights marches that Mimi won't join because crowds 
make her dizzy), we get to fool around as much as we need to. 
We have Gaylady to thank for that, for teaching us how. 

-Hi, Grandma. 
-I'm not your grandmother, I'm Gaylady. 
-Where'd you get those big teeth, Gaylady? 
-Out of a glass in the master bathroom, hahahaha. 
It was not Gaylady but our mother who taught us Fish and 

Old Maid and honeymoon bridge; those boring games had rules 
that Gaylady scorned. But there were other games, games that 
could be played in one's room at night, forms of solitaire, which 
tickled Gaylady's fancy. "Play with yourself and you'll always 
win," she frequently told us. When I was ten and Mimi was 
eight, Gaylady introduced us to the Buddie system. Mimi sat on 
Buddie's chest while I undid his pants. Then I sat on Buddie's 
legs and held his ar.ms while Mimi fiddled with his whatsis until 
it stretched. 
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Our mother kept a spare gift box of chocolates locked away in a 
drawer of the breakfront; it stood between her and the awful 
embarrassment, she said, of ever arriving somewhere empty 
handed. Gaylady showed us where the breakfront key was hidden, 
urged us to eat the candy, taught us how to refill the fluted nests 
with wads of modelling clay, supervised our rewrapping of the 
box. We were never found out. Nor did our mother, who insisted 
on seeing all our bowel movements until we were into our teens, 
ever suspect another ingenious use we made of modeling clay, 
again at Gaylady's suggestion. 

When riding a buggy named Martha 
I~s harder to stop her than start her. 
If you get her in gear 
You are likely to hear, 
((Go farther, go farther, go farther. " 

Mimi and I are close, and we talk a lot about the past, and we 
make good jokes about people like Selma and our father's wife, and 
we 'sing together, and we work up little dance routines, and we 
invent meetings between Gaylady and other characters-Eleanor 
Roosevelt, say, or Cornelius Steele, our father's mysterious father, 
whose name, we were told, was never to cross our lips-but we 
aren't really personal with each other. In spite of all our Gaylady
ing, we have a strong sense of privacy; we don't ask questions. For 
example, I know almost nothing about Mimi and Lawrence's 
marriage, except that it was the one bold act of Mimi's life. I 
imagine it as an act of passion, but I'm not sure; it's never been the 
kind of passion that shows. Docs Gaylady, I wonder, make private 
visits to Mimi in her bathroom, in her bedroom? Mimi has never 
mentioned any. But then, I've never told Mimi about the time 
Gaylady put hair on my chest, or about the other times. 

-Who won the sociability award at the Great Lakes beauty pageant? 
-Miss Erie, because she loves company. 
-What tW you call a German skeptic? 
-A nicht picker. 
-Who was the source of the ((hell" in Othello? 
-The ((demon" in Desdemona. 
-How tW porcupines make love? 
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-V cry carefully. 
Once before, Mimi had entered my house on the "Gaylady sent 

me" line. She'd flown in from Philadelphia to be with me. I was 
morose, I was frightened, I had a postpartum infection, I had an 
infant at my breast, I had not enough milk in my breast, I had a 
husband who slept at the hospital more nights than not, I had a 
mother-in-law who knew everything about babies and was angry 
with me because I'd shut her out-all this and more. Mimi knew 
nothing about babies. It made her nervous even to wrap John in 
the receiving blanket and bring him to my bed. That's where I 
stayed the whole time Mimi visited-in bed. Propped against 
pillows, I fed and fondled John while Mimi attended to me: jokes, 
riddles, puns, gags, pranks, and the person of Gaylady; huge and 
naked on Warren's side of the bed, the person of Gay lady: Gaylady 
with her full breasts pumping like Vesuvius and the peplum of her 
belly flapping up and down, oh hahahahaha. 

On the first anniversary of our mother's death, Mimi and I lit a 
candle in her memory, in the memory of Bertha. The candle Mimi 
unwrapped did not come in a glass tumbler. It was a wax figurine 
-female, unclothed, yellow-haired, blue-eyed, red-lipped, pink
skinned. Except for the boobs, it looked like a Kewpie doll. There 
were two wicks, substitutc nipples. 

Mimi put a finger to her tongue, thcn to the head of the candle: 
"I hereby christen you Bertha." Then each of us ignited a wick, and 
it was interesting to watch the twin flames act on the wax, the rapid 
melting down. Interesting, but not particularly funny. When the 
last ofthe candle sagged into the saucer, I laughed haha for Mimi's 
sake and she laughed haha for mine-but she knew I knew. 
Gaylady hadn't really sent her. Gaylady wrote us off when our 
mother died. 
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THREE: Elephants 

Elephants! Tonight John and Eric are arguing about elephants. 
Eric says elephants are like trees; it takes them a very long time to 
grow so big. John says people live longer than animals because of 
the human brain, and big has nothing to do with it. Eric says 
elephants are like dinosaurs. John says dinosaurs had tiny brains. 
Eric says dinosaurs lived longer than anybody until the glacier 
killed them. 

John says to Eric, "You)re a dinosaur brain." 
I tell Eric that when I was in the second grade I didn't know the 

first thing about dinosaurs and glaciers. Eric wants to know, again, 
if there was television back then . I admit, again, that I grew up 
before TV was invented. Eric finds this wildly funny. 

w' arren says that certain bacteria live for more than a thousand 
years. John declares that microscopic animals don't count. ''What 
about elephants?» 

Warren doesn't know about elephants. He'd guess a hundred 
years, but he could be way off. 

"A thousand years," Eric insists. 
In defiance of my rule about not leaving the dinner table without 

having been excused, John exits. Eric also gets up from his chair, 
but only to relocate himself on Warren's lap. Wasn't it just last year 
that both boys were sitting on Warren's lap after dinner? And when 
did John start locking the bathroom door? 

Grandma Rosen, my mother's mother, died a week ago today. 
Exactly how old she was we never knew, but she was old, very old, 
well into her nineties. Old with cheeks like walnut meats. Old with 
hands like ginger root. Old with a laugh like a chicken. Old and 
tough, old and mean, old and crazy. She died of natural causes in 
the state mental institution that had housed her ever since that 
disastrous year (I was fifteen) when she came to live with us, my 
mother insisting, steely, over my father's hot objections. My 
mother was devoted to her mother, to her memory of the aproned 
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Mama who'd nourished her and Aunt Dolly and Uncle Alfie and 
Uncle Leon in years of great adversity. John and Eric didn't 
really know Grandma Rosen; they'd been taken to see her only 
once, three or four years ago, by my mother. Still, they claimed 
her. Her pictures in the family album were the ones they 
lingered over. At her funer3i (they begged to go; Warren said it 
couldn't harm them; I said okay, but not the cemetery please, 
only the service in the chapel) they both looked into her open 
coffin. Eric, who couldn't see inside without being lifted up by 
Warren, fussed afterward because John had gotten the longer 
turn. 

John is back at the table with the Guinness Book of World 
Records. Some elephants live past fifty, but not much, and not 
many. Grandma Rosen lived a lot longer than any old elephant. 
The oldest recorded whale made it to ninety, no big deal. The 
record for tortoises is one hundred fifty years, but of course 
they're not manunals. 

Eric wants to know if Grandma Rosen was a manunal. War
ren explains to Eric about manunals. I ask about birds, how 
long they last. John gives me the data on a parakeet named 
Charlie who died at twenty-nine and a canary named Joey who 
got to be thirty-four. John reminds me that if I were a bird I'd 
be dead already. 

I too looked into Grandma Rosen's open coffin. Because the 
passive face I met there was entirely unfamiliar to me, I immedi
ately imagined fraud, a hoax engineered by my grandmother 
herself, who would later arrive at my door with a knife and a 
cackle. lowed this fantasy to my previous encounter with my 
grandmother, which took place two years ago at the graveside of 
my mother, Grandma Rosen's baby daughter, the one member 
of her family she'd never denounced. After the rabbi's prayers, 
and after the token shovelful of dirt struck the roof of my 
mother's safe deposit box, my mother's mother pulled free of her 
attendant's arm and rushed at me crying Ganif, which is the 
Yiddish word for thief. Then, in the few seconds it took to 
restrain her, she pounded my breasts with her fists, her blows 
aimed there, I thought, though I couldn't afterward think why. 
Grandma Rosen was borne away, of course, but in triumph, or 
so I imagined. Captive, but still queen. How loud, how fierce, 
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those last words she flung back at us, at me. "I'm not dead yet, 
bubele," she said. 

If Grandma Rosen were an olive tree she'd still be with us; olive 
trees can live a thousand years. California pines live even longer. 
Some of them are pushing five thousand. But while I can, with 
effort, imagine Grandma Rosen as an olive tree, I cannot possibly 
see her as a pine. As for me, with due respect to John, I'm not 
birdlike. Not delicate, not graceful. Not a creature of the air, alas, 
though in my adolescence I was considered dangerously dreamy. 

"Longevity runs in my family," Warren says. 
With awe in his voice, as if he were just now discovering 

undreamed-of treasure under his own mattress, Warren is waxing 
eloquent about good stock. The Blaus and the Lipskys. Not one 
untimely death in either clan. Warren's grandparents have all 
passed away, of course, but they were active to the last days of their 
long, happy lives. And Warren's parents, dear Nana and Papa 
Blau-think what an amazing couple they are, how healthy, how 
young-at-heart. And the ageless aunts. And the spry uncles. War
ren's eyes are bright. He is building a tabernacle in his sturdy family 
tree: He will live forever. His sons, too, will live forever. 

I pat Warren on the head. "Don't kid yourself," I say. "It all 
comes out even in the end." 

Death runs in my family . Death, like a crazed ostrich, runs amok 
in my family . And cancer runs in my family, and heart disease, and 
depression, and senility. 

During the two years she outlived my mother, Grandma Rosen 
tried repeatedly to kill herself. She devised a method of seeming to 
swallow her pills without actually swallowing them; then, when 
going without pills failed to do her in, she swallowed many pills at 
once, again without serious effect. For a long time she ate news
paper, but the obstruction was discovered and corrected before it 
could damage her. I believe she also tried to immerse her head in a 
toilet bowl, but Uncle Leon's reporting of that episode was very 
vague. I myself had no direct contact with Grandma Rosen be
tween the two funerals . 

I have two tender memories of Grandma Rosen. In the earlier 
memory I'm fifteen. Grandma Rosen has come to live with us. On 
this occasion she calls me into her room-my room, actually, 
which she has appropriated; I've been made to share Mimi's room. 
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Grandma closes the door behind us . With an air of great signifi
cance, she takes something from her handbag and holds it out for 
me to admire. It is a tiny spool offlax spun by her mother in the old 
country, in Poland, in that little town ncar Vilna which they were 
eventually forced to flee. She tells me that her mother, my great
grandmother, was a young and beautiful woman when she spun 
that flax. "Young and beautiful like you," she says to me. Later on, 
of course, when the flax disappeared, she was sure I'd stolen it. 

In the other tender memory, I'm visiting Grandma Rosen at the 
mental institution on one of her better days. I ask her about her 
childhood-does she remember being a little girl in Poland? She 
says: "My papa was lying down in the daytime. There were 
different people in the room. They made me climb up on the roof 
to get the feather." Then, in a mixture of Yiddish and English, and 
with tears irrigating her worn face, she tells me how they put her 
papa into the wagon, how her beautiful mama climbed into the 
wagon, how dust rose as the wagon pulled away, and how her little 
heart was beating all that night and the next night, sleeping in straw 
at a goyische house until her mama came back from burying her 
papa. 

This is the story I told John and Eric the night of Grandma 
Rosen's funeral . Now I ask them if they'd like to hear a story about 
Grandpa Rosen. Not tonight, they say. Suddenly they both re
member homework assignments, important projects due tomor
row. And Warren too, he too has pressing matters to deal with. He 
has to call a hospital about a patient, a patient about a hospital, a 
man about a horse. 

I'm tired. I think I'll sit for a while. Then I'll shower. Then, 
maybe, I'll do the dinner dishes. 

On the morning of my ninth birthday, my mother took me by 
the shoulders and said, "Nine years old! Nine years old already! 
Well, now you're old enough." 

Then my mother told me how, on her ninth birthday, her 
father's heart gave out. Told me how, since the family couldn't 
afford a phone, the call had come to a neighbor's apartment. Told 
me how, since Grandma Rosen was out working, she, my mother 
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who'd never dream of letting a daughter come home to an 
empty house, was the one summoned to the neighbor's phone to 
receive the news of her dear father's death. He'd been on the 
road in Connecticut, he was a children's-wear salesman, he'd 
been showing samples to a new account when, suddenly, with
out so much as a hiccup, he toppled to the floor, stone dead. 

He was, my mother told me, a prince of a man, a very sincere 
person, the most affectionate of fathers. On her ninth birthday, 
the day of my grandfather's death, my mother's childhood 
ended; I should never know such grief. Imagine! She, on her 
ninth birthday, ran all the way to the bakery where her mother 
worked, and she said to her mother, "Mama, come home now, 
it's an emergency!" Nine years old, to speak a word like that! And 
her mother, my Grandma Rosen, plucked her jacket from the 
coat tree and marched out of the bakery door and never asked 
what was the emergency until the two of them were back in 
their own apartment. 

After my mother told me this story, I asked her, "Did Grand
ma bring you a birthday cake?" I was really curious about that. 
It was, after all, my ninth birthday. My childhood hadn't ended 
yet. 

"I should have known," said my mother. "To talk to you is a 
waste of good breath." 

I felt bad for both of us. I started to cry. 
My mother said, "What have you got to cry about?" 
All through my ninth birthday I expected my father to die. 

Every birthday since my ninth I've expected my father to die. 
But my father is a tough old dragon who'll probably outlive me. 
He's in Detroit with his second wife, making sparks fly. At 
sixty-seven he's strong as an oak, he says. "I've never felt better 
in my whole life," he told me when last I talked with him, on 
Father's Day. We almost never hear from my father anymore. 
He doesn't have much sense of family. 

My mother's brother Alfie died four years ago at the age of 
seventy. Grandpa Rosen was the first great love of my mother's 
life and Alfie was the second. Alfie was the oldest male, the 
father substitute. In my mother's opinion, her second brother 
Leon had never counted for much, but it was Leon who held my 
mother's hand through Alfie's funeral. Adversity paired them. 
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Their sister Dolly who lives in Arizona did not fly East to say 
farewell to Alfie. She didn't have the money for the air fare. 

After they'd buried their brother, my mother and Uncle Leon 
came back to my house-wanting, they told me, a little quiet time 
away from all the tumult. We were just inside the door when my 
mother had her say. 

"So that's the end of Alfie. We'll be in his shoes one of these days. 
Still, I can't believe it. To think Alfie got to see seventy. I always 
thought Alfie would die on my birthday because Papa did. I 
remember when I turned thirty-one and Alfie was forty, I was sure 
that was Alfie's last day on earth. So I telephoned just to hear his 
voice, but there was no answer. They say history repeats itself. 
Well, yes and no. Papa died at forty and Alfie lived out his three 
Score years and ten and now he's dead too. Dead is dead. Still, it 
makes you wonder." 

"Papa didn't die at forty," Uncle Leon said. "Papa was close to 
fifty when he died." 

"Papa died at forty," my mother said. "Don't be senile, Leon." 
Leon kept caim, considering. "Papa was close to fifty. I remem

ber because we were living on Fairfax Street then and I was keeping 
company with my Sally, and when the phone call came through 
from New London I was half out the door to meet Sally, but I must 
have had a sense of something because I turned back to answer the 
phone. And it was that kiddie shop man saying that Papa had just 
collapsed and was being rushed to the hospital in an ambulance." 

My mother punched her brother in the arm. "You stop that," she 
said. "Don't you make free with Papa's memory. It's a sacrilege." 

My uncle looked at my mother, looked at me, looked back at my 
mother's fluorescent face, stepped back from my mother and said, 
"Bertha, what's gone wrong with you? I'm telling you what 
happened. Papa died when I was twenty-two. I know, because 
afterward Mama asked Sally and me to wait a year before we got 
married, which we did. So I'm five years older than you and four 
years younger than Alfie, so Alfie was twenty-six when Papa died 
and I was twenty-two and Dolly was in between, so you must have 
been seventeen and Papa was in his late forties any way you look at 
it. Bertha, it was your birthday. Seventeen, almost a woman, your 
own father dying on your own birthday, and you don't remember 
what year it was?" 
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"I was nine," my mother said, and she spat at Leon. 
"I can't believe what's going on here," my uncle Leon said. 
"I was nine," my mother said. "I'd just come home from school 

and I was alone in the apartment. Mama was working at the bakery. 
I don't know where the rest of you were, you were always off 
somewhere. Mrs. Shapiro who lived upstairs said there was a 
phone call for us. They wouldn't give Mrs. Shapiro a message, they 
said they had to talk to a member of the family, so I went upstairs to 
speak to this person on the telephone. The man told me he was very 
sorry but Papa had just dropped dead and would someone call back 
about the arrangements. I never said a word to Mrs. Shapiro. I just 
ran all the way to the bakery and got Mama." 

I said, "Come to the kitchen and let me make you a cup of tea. 
You're both tired. You can talk about it later." 

"We're talking about it now," my uncle Leon said. "We don't tell 
you what to talk about, don't you tell us." 

I went into the kitchen anyhow and they both followed. 
"I think I have the answer," Leon said to my mother. "You're 

gettipg it mixed up with Zayde Wasserman . He died earlier, 
around the time you were nine. Cancer was what he had, or maybe 
pneumonia. Mama took it very hard, I remember that. So probably 
you got them switched." 

"Keep quiet," my mother said. "It makes me sick to listen to you. 
You make me sick." 

"Okay, okay," said my uncle Leon. "You won't listen to me, 
maybe you'll listen to somebody else." 

My mother palmed her bosom and pressed down. "To my own 
heart I listen. And to God." 

"Send me the bill for this call," my uncle Leon said to me, picking 
up the phone, leafing through his little notebook, dialing direct . 
My mother stared as if she'd never seen a telephone before. 

"You're calling God? Good. You call God, God I'll listen to." 
My uncle Leon is a person who shouts long distance. "Dolly? 

Dolly, how are you, this is Leon speaking, yes, it's Leon. No, Dolly, 
everything is all right, the funeral is over, the funeral went fine . 
Listen, Dolly, that's not what I called to talk about, that's not 
what's important right now. I'm calling to find out something, 
some information I need. When did Papa die?" 
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I tried to exchange a look with my mother but she was gazing at 
the ceiling. 

"Okay, Dolly, you stay on the line. I'm going to put Bertha on 
the line now. I want you to say to Bertha the exact thing you just 
said to me. About Papa." 

Chin uptilted, head averted, my mother took the receiver ftom 
her brother Leon's hand. 

"Hello, Dolly. It's me, Bertha." 
Then my mother pulled in her lips, and in her voice of voices 

said, "Very well, Dolly. Thank you, Dolly. Look, this is costing, I'll 
write you a letter. Yes, everything is perfect here. Dolly, I can't talk 
now. Goodbye, Dolly." 

My mother hung up the phone. My mother went into the 
bathroom and locked the door, noisily, so we'd know she locked it. 
My uncle and I said nothing to each other. From the bathroom we 
received the not-tao-muffled evidence of my mother's crying. 

Mter a decent interval I knocked on the bathroom door and said 
to my mother, as I was expected to, "Are you okay in there?" 

Mter another interval, which my mother would account for as 
time spent putting her face to rights in order to spare me the sight 
of her sutTering, the door was unbolted. 

"Listen," I said, "I know how you feel. Really, I understand what 
all this means to you, the shock of it, especially on the same day as 
Uncle Alfie's funeral. I mean, after all these years ... " 

Then, without any warning signals, my own face went soft and 
my eyes filled up. 

"You!" said my mother. "You! What have you got to cry about?" 
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FOUR: Brown 

Age thirty-four to thirty-seven-those were the brown years, my 
brown period, though I didn't recognize it at the time. If someone 
had mentioned it to me, I'd have denied it. I'd have opened my 
closet and pointed to a gray here, a beige there, and the one basic 
black. Brown was fme for Thanksgiving dinner and condolence 
calls, but I was a traditionalist; I wore black to funerals. 

For a while I bought a lot of clothes. I had to; I kept gaining 
weight. At first the clothes I bought were cheap and temporary 
and, within the limits of the Sears Roebuck catalogue, stylish. A 
stylish chestnut mare, that's what I was. Later on I changed my 
shopping habits. I bought expensive, styleless clothes two sizes too 
big for me. I bought them to last. 

I've always touted green as my favorite color, but brown is more 
interesting, really. The range of brown is enormous-from ginger 
to shit. I remember a floor-length chocolate-colored dress I wore 
to the hospital's Christmas dinner dance one of those years. I was 
seated between Warren and his colleague Charlie Wishnow. A 
waitress spilled coffee onto my lap. "Never mind, it'll blend right 
in," I said, feeling blisters rising on my thighs but not letting on. 
Then I suggested to Warren that we have our dance-to air out my 
dress, as it were. Warren declined-I can't now remember on what 
pretext-and it was Charlie Wishnow who took my arm and said, 
"Cmon, Martha, let's give it a spin." Not knowing how to refuse 
Charlie, I tried to dance with him. When we walked back to the 
table, he seemed to be limping. 

It is not true that I was unhappy during the brown years. What I 
was, though, was tired. Many nights I was too tired to do the 
dishes after dirmer. Most mornings I was too tired to get up and fix 
breakfast for John and Eric. Before leaving for school, they'd come 
into my bedroom to account for themselves. What had they had for 
breakfast? I'd want to know, and they'd tell me: eggs, bacon, 
pancakes, fruit, cereal, muffins, cocoa. Had they brushed their 
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teeth? Of course. Did they have their lunch money? Certainly. 
Then they'd bend over my pillow for their goodbye kisses. 

But my favorite after-image from those years does not have me in 
bed. Instead, I'm sitting on the sofa. I'm wearing a thick terrycloth 
robe, molasses brown, infinitely cozy. Eric is at Hebrew School; 
John, at a friend's house. We're having cold cuts for dinner, and 
potato salad and cole slaw, and knishes; no work involved except 
for warming the knishes . I've disengaged the telephone, and the 
doorbell is not much of a threat. I'm watching a late-afternoon 
television drama (called, I think, Edges of Night), and I'm rapt, 
breathing quickly, deeply moved by it. Something that's just 
occurred on the screen brings tears to my eyes. I reach into my 
brown robe and caress my brown nipples, very tenderly. 

«Do something with yourself," Warren's mother said. Friends of 
hers were joining a new health club-was I interested? And Warren 
said, "Do something for yourself. Take a course or try painting 
again." I brought my box of art supplies down from the attic. The 
caps were fused to the paint tubes and the brushes were stiff. Then I 
dialed the number of a nearby dance studio. "Hello," I began. 

At my first appointment with the dancing master, after I'd 
lowered myself to the edge of a chair in his consulting room, he 
shot me a penetrating look and said, "What brings you here?" 

"My own two feet," I stammered, thinking to mask my nervoils
ness with a mild joke, not knowing then that the dancing master 
was a quite humorless person. I did, however, correctly interpret 
his silence as my cue to begin again. 

"I want to learn to dance." 
"You want to learn to dance," he said, nodding agreeably. 
I explained to the dancing master that I both did and didn't want 

to learn to dance; that implicit in every wish is the negative of that 
Wish, as in Yin and Yang, Eros and Thanatos, motion and stasis, 
fire and icc, to be and not to be, et cetera. 

"In your childhood, did you dance?" 
I told the dancing master my earliest memory, myself a~ age two 

dancing alone in what seemed to be a le;j.fY forest where mnumer
able birds chirped their approval of my juvenile dips and twirls. I 
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spoke of dancing for my mother who didn't encourage dancing, 
and with my big father, me standing on his shoes, my arms 
wrapped around his trousers, my face pressed against his middle. 
And since one thing leads to another, I was still describing the 
dances of my little-girlhood when the dancing master reached for 
his appointment book and said, "This time next week?" 

There was a new lilt to my step when I left the dancing master 
that morning, and a new timbre to my voice when I said, "I'll take 
one in turquoise and one in burgundy," to the leotard salesgirl. 
And there may have been an Anna Pavlova-ish aura about me that 
evening, since Warren patted my bottom and said, "Hey, dancing 
girl!" 

I did at least two hours of calisthenics every day that week. I 
read, cover to cover, taking extensive notes, a biography of 
Martha Graham and a memoir by Agnes de Mille. And every night, 
each night more vividly than the night before, I dreamed of the 
dancing master, who bore a strong resemblance to Rudolph 
Nureyev. Taller than Nureyev, a few years older perhaps, lighter
complexioned, a bit stouter, but a strong resemblance nonethe
less. 

At our second meeting, I told the dancing master how my 
youthful emotions had been stirred by a movie, The Red Shoes, and 
how, at the age of eight, I was enrolled in a ballet school where the 
teacher deplored my lack of coordination but praised my "very 
good legs." I lifted my brown skirt so the dancing master might see 
for himself what "very good legs" I still had, but he seemed 
unmoved. I informed the dancing master of my exercise routine, at 
which he nodded encouragingly. I asked the dancing master ifhe 
thought we'd ever make a dancer of me, and he smiled. It was a very 
eloquent, a very winning smile. 

At our third meeting, the dancing master and 1 discussed the 
social dancing of my adolescence, and 1 made this confession: "1 
have a pretty good sense of rhythm, but 1 can't follow." During 
that conversation, 1 understood for the first time that being unable 
to follow is not in itself shameful. The dancing master said, "Tall 
girls often have to settle for dancing partners who are shorter than 
they are. Shorter dancing partners are usually harder to follow." 

On this same occasion, 1 admitted to the dancing master that I 
sometimes danced in secret by myself. He nodded acceptingly. 
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Mter an eight-week apprenticeship with the dancing master, I 
had lost fifteen pounds and was experiencing the good effects of 
regular exercise. So it was that when I arrived in a new pink pants 
suit for my ninth consultation, I dared to hope that the dancing 
master would remark on my improved appearance and the greater 
grace with which I made my entrance, but he didn't. It was I who 
broke the introductory silence, saying, "When are you going to 
stan dancing with me?" 

The dancing master lifted his eyebrows in that compelling way 
he had of lifting his eyebrows. 

"Does your husband dance?" 
I informed the dancing master, heatedly, that Warren was 

generously financing these so-called dancing lessons and that was 
as far as it went; that Warren was not a panicularly accomplished 
dancer but he had mastered the box step and the anniversary waltz 
and was quite satisfied with his ballroom performance and had 
Other weightier matters on his mind. 

It was then that I first observed the dancing master looking a bit 
like my father. And that same night, when the dancing master and I 
fOxtrotted in a dream, he intentionally crushed my big toe under 
the heel of his patent leather slipper. And the next day I provoked 
Warren by arguing in favor of euthanasia, and we quarreled 
bitterly, and Warren complained that my dancing lessons were a 
Waste of his money. Later in the week, Warren apologized for what 
he'd said, but by then I'd already taken a pan-time job writing 
obituaries for the local newspaper, the pay being just enough to 
COver the dancing master's fees . 

All this turmoil in my inner and outer lives was dictated by my 
love for the dancing master, a love that was not reciprocated or 
even welcomed. 

Often in the months that followed, the dancing master and I 
discussed my feelings toward him, but not once did he take my 
hand and lead me onto the dance floor. From time to time I 
thought I heard a big band playing in the background, but when 
I'd mention this music to the dancing master, he'd smile and sh~g. 
Once, though, when I was mired in despair, I asked the dancmg 
master wistfully, "When will I learn to dance?" and he replied, 
"You are learning." 

Encouraged, I visited a dimly lit discotheque. "Yes, I would 
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love to," I murmured when asked to dance, not noticing until we 
were out on the dance floor that my partner was a woman. All the 
dancers in that discotheque were women. My partner said, "You 
don't know how to follow but you have a very nice figure." 

There was no comment from the dancing master when I told 
him this story. 

However many stories I told the dancing master, he was 
virtually commentless. When I asked his opinion on a fine point 
of choreography, he nodded blankly. When I confided that 
Warren was taking violin lessons, he nodded significantly. When I 
announced that I was now writing newspaper headlines instead of 
obits, he nodded approvingly. 

It seemed to me that the dancing master was changing, that he 
was wearing someone else's clothes, that his nose had gotten 
longer, that he had grown a moustache. It is difficult to stay in 
touch with one's feelings toward a changing love object. The 
dancing master had begun to look surprisingly like my brother 
Buddie. Buddie was much on my mind those days, divorcing 
Selma, marrying Yvonne, moving to Muncie. I'd never danced 
with my brother Buddie either. 

I began to challenge the dancing master, suddenly fearful that I 
had been, so to speak, kissing the feet of a charlatan. Why, I asked 
him, would a bona fide dancing master decorate his consulting 
room walls with bland seascapes and photographs of children 
when museum reproductions of works by Degas and Matisse and 
Renoir could be bought for pennies? If Warren could hang 
ballerinas in his office, why not he? Thus confronted, the dancing 
master nodded defensively. Furthermore, I said to the dancing 
master, supposing it was my lack of coordination that prevented 
him from dancing with me, what prevented him from dancingfor 
me? I developed this line of argument until the dancing master 
interrupted me by nodding again; he had fallen asleep. 

I told the dancing master I would not be needing his services 
much longer. 

"You will not be needing my services much longer," the 
dancing master said, maneuvering his wheelchair out from behind 
the desk, meeting me knee to knee. I gave him a long, hard look. 

"You're old," I said. 
"Seventy-four," he said. 
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"And crippled," I said. 
"Polio as a kid," he said. 

BROWN 

"And you look like a woman," I said. 
"Could be." 
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FIVE: The Dallas Zoo 

Ernest and I meet secretly for lunch in Dallas every Tuesday. 
We've been meeting like this for over a year now. Never a snag. 
Every Tuesday. 

"My dear Ernest." 
"My dear Martha." 
We embrace. We disengage. We look fondly on. We smile at. 
"Hi there." 
"Hi." 
Ernest lives clear across the continent from me, in Los Angeles. 

Like me, he's happily married and scrupulously faithful to his 
vows. Still, there's this terrific bond between us . We call it The 
Affirity. 

"Does Warren suspect anything yet?" 
"Not a thing. He knows I bird-watch on Tuesdays. What about 

Ernestine?" 
"Ernestine birdwatches on Tuesdays, too. She's out of the house 

before dawn." 
"Oh." 
Ernest's plane and mine are scheduled to arrive simultaneously, 

but simultaneity isn't a serious goal of the airlines, given their 
collision phobia. Ernest and I are lucky to land within half an hour 
of each other. We try to make the best of it. One of us gets to meet 
the plane of the other, which is nice. 

"How was your flight?" 
"Bumpy. Yours?" 
"The same." 
Ernest thinks that lunching in Dallas was his idea in the first 

place. It was he who marked an X at some cotton boll town midway 
between our coastal cities and scribbled across the top of the map, 
"This is where we'd meet again, if only we could." But it was I who 
wrote back, "How about Dallas? There's an airport in Dallas." 
Ernest and I are both imaginative types, yet there's a defeatist streak 
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to his imagination. Mine's more pragmatic. Also, I'm a good 

manager. It's not every woman who could eke out the price of a 

round-trip ticket to Dallas from her weekly housekeeping 

allowance. 
"How'd you manage this week?" 

"No problem. Sold Warren's diamond stick pin. He'll never miss 

it. You?" 
"My stamp collection. Plus, I cut down on cigars." 

"Poor dear." 
Ernest and I are distant cousins on my father's side. We were 

born on the same day within an hour of each other. Also, we look 

alike: we have the same green eyes. Our handwriting, too, has been 

identical since childhood, when we first knew each other as 

devoted pen pals. In the early years we exchanged photographs and 

riddles and Hoodsie covers. In our teens we sent each other poems 

and meditations; we share one soul. The soul we share is neither 

Christian nor Jewish, neither male nor female, neither East Coast 

nor West Coast, neither mortal nor immortal. It is a soul of fire, a 

soul of perfect union. Yet until our Dallas lunches, Ernest and I met 

only once, on a beach, after Buddie's San Francisco wedding. What 

an encounter that was! What a surf! What a sunset! 

"Where do you want to eat today?" 

"What's wrong with the usual?" 

"Yeah, sure. The usual's okay with me." 

Ernest and I are totally candid in our correspondence. A year ago 

We acknowledged that our respective lives, though far from miser

able, were incomplete. Ernest and I agreed that if we could spend 

even an hour a week in each other's company, we'd lack for 

nothing. Ernest and I realized, both having been in psychotherapy, 

that mature adults are responsible for securing their own happi

ness. 
"What's for lunch?" 
"Liverwurst, your favorite." 
"You're sweet, you know that?" 
I bring the sandwiches from home. One has to cut costs some

where. Ernest packs a bottle of California rose in his Pan Am 

flight bag, which makes things festive. We both like picnics. Our 

usual picnic spot is a yellow bench across from the TWA terminal. 

"Say, somebody's got our bench." 
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"What'll we do now?" 
"Sit on the grass, I guess." 
"The grass is wet." 
"You want to eat standing up?" 
Once, when I forgot the lunch bag on the plane, we tried the 

airport cafeteria. The food there is awful, simply awful. And it's 
a waste of good time, standing in the line. 

"Is that clock right, do you think?" 
"We've got twenty minutes left. Chew slow." 
People say that Dallas is worth visiting. Of course, I have a 

sense of the city from watching TV after the assassination, but 
that was a long time ago. Some day I'd like to do Dallas. I mean, 
I'd like to walk the streets and ride the buses-if they have buses. 
I mean, if there's a zoo in Dallas, I'd really like to get there. 
Zoos are my cup of tea. Ernest says that zoos are his cup of tea, 
too. But given the way our Tuesdays work, there isn't time for 
tea. 

"You're sure about Ernestine?" 
"Dead sure. Warren?" 
''Warren is as trusting as ever." 
"They mustn't find out. They'd be hurt. They wouldn't under

stand." 
"If they haven't guessed by now, they never will." 
My mind and Ernest's are exquisitely calibrated. This Christ

mas I gave him the Dallas Symphony Orchestra recording of 
Saint-Saens' Carnivai of Animals, and for Chanukah he gave me 
a safari scarf he'd ordered by mail from the Neiman-Marcus 
catalogue. 

"The big cats at feeding time ... " 
"And the bears in the bear cave ... " 
"Yes, and the monkey corner. . . " 
"Oh, the birds, don't forget the birds ... " 
"Right, and the elephant house . .. " 
"And the big big bottoms of the hippopotams ... " 
Ernest reminds me that one can't have everything one wants. 

He says there's an element of captivity in any human situation. I 
remind Ernest that one has to make one's opportunities in life. 
Ernest argues that it's not a matter of making one's opportunities 
but of seizing them when they arise. For example, he says, if a 
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sudden fog rolled in and closed this airport, we'd seize that oppor
tunity to hire a cab and visit the Dallas WOo Of course, we don't 
know for sure that there is a roo in Dallas. 

Ernest and I check our wallets and discover that since we don't 
have five dollars between us, a cab would be out of the question. 
We'd have to hitchhike. Meanwhile, there's no suggestion of fog in 
the sky. Also, we hear on the public address system that our 
respective homeward flights are boarding for departure. 

"My dear Martha." 
"My dear Ernest." 
We embrace. We disengage. We look fondly on. We smile at. 
"See you next Tuesday." 
"Sure thing. Tuesday." 
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SIX: What? 

To think that a portion of a male person can enter a recess in a 
female person and cause so great an upheaval there! The idea taxes 
my imagination; also inflames it. Although many hundreds -
perhaps thousands- of such upheavals have occurred in me, still I 
can't incorporate them in my sense of what I am. Each time, it's as if 
I'm being translated into a foreign language. An eloquent lan
guage, yes, and far superior to the original, I'm sure of that, but 
what does it mean? What does anything mean? 

Body language. Spirit language. The language of dream, the 
language of the garden. What is the thunder saying, what is the 
wind writing on the window, what is the brook babbling about, or 
the grass, or the housefly? What? Whatwhatwhat? My name is 
Martha. Marthamarthamartha. To say it fast a dozen times is to 
return it to the cosmos. Or so I think. When I was ten years old I 
did and nearly fainted. 

July is named for Julius Caesar. The leven in eleven has something 
to do with loans. I remember the dawning of July 11 , how it was 
announced by distant thunder. Distant thunder and nearby birds. 
Outside our bedroom window, birds were squawking at each other 
or at some common enemy; one can only speculate. I remember my 
dreams dissolving in thunder and birdsquawk on the morning of 
July 11. Thoughts about male and female persons were beginning 
to circulate in my head, so I reached for Warren. I might as well 
have reached for Mars. Warren, when I opened my eyes to the 
blurred image of him, was already in some other world, a world of 
pastel linen jackets and Rooster ties. He was packing a suitcase. 
''Where are you going, Warren, are you leaving me? Are you 
joining a mistress in Dallas or maybe in Mexico City? Oh Warren, 
Warren, don't run off this way, let's talk about it." 

Chicago. Warren was flying to Chicago. To give a talk at a 
surgical meeting. Going without me only because I'd begged off 
going. I'd explained about the situation at the paper, how under-
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staffed we were because of vacations, how I'd agreed to put in a few 
hours every morning, at least until our editor returned from 
London. All that was true, but the greater truth was, I wanted not 
to go to Chicago. I wanted to be left behind, alone. I wanted to 
sleep alone, truly alone, since both John and Eric were away at 
summer camp. I'd resolved to face my self courageously, in the way 
that Eric, taking a giant step into the world at age nine, was already 
facing his . From his first letter home: "When you go to bed at camp 
no one says goodnight to you. I guess I'm grown up." 

The build-up of thunder on the morning of July 11 reminded 
me, as thunder invariably does, of my father's voice; it seemed to be 
speaking my name long distance. Not long distance from Detroit, 
where my father lives, but long distance from the nineteen-thirties 
and forties . As usual, my father's voice put a crack in my eggshell. I 
associate both thunder and my father's voice with the voice of 
Adolph Hitler, which I don't remember hearing until World War 
II had ended, after H itler's presumptive death. The Fuhrer's voice, 
as I recall it from those radio rebroadcasts, was surprisingly tinny, 
unthunderous, but terrifying nonetheless. Though I don't under
stand German, I'm somewhat familiar with Yiddish, so I got the 
gist of Hitler's messages, enough to last me. 

I said, "Come back to bed, Warren. You can take a later plane." 
Warren said, "Be sure to bolt the door at night. Write a note to 

yourself." 
I said, "I won't let you leave this house until you change into 

rubber-soled shoes." 
Warren said, "I won't call if you still don't want me to, but I 

think. it's crazy." 
I said, "I'm not such a prize, Warren. Nobody's panting for me." 
Warren said, "Rapists aren't fussy." 
In spite of the heavy rain, Warren's plane took off on schedule; 

an AA representative named Connie was good-humored about 
telling me so . "Can a Connie speak true?" I asked her, but she didn't 
take it personally; she thanked me for calling American. I, too, set 
out in the rain on schedule, but without umbrella or raincoat. No 
umbrella because mine dematerializes in bad weather-it's meta
physical. No raincoat because I'd left it with the tailor for repairs, 
so I made the tailor's my first stop of the day. My raincoat wasn't 
ready but it was almost ready, ten minutes maybe. In fact, it took 
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half an hour, during which time I tried to involve the tailor in the 
school prayer controversy. "Sue, sue," I urged him. "Tailor Presses 
Suit Against School Board" is a headline I would very much like to 
see in print. 

"Bowles Flushed" is a headline I was proud to have written for The 
Citizen's then current edition. Christopher J. Bowles had been 
forced to resign as Public Works Commissioner when his sub rosa 
affiliation with a local contracting firm was made public in our 
pages. "Flushed" as in red-faced, as in washed-up, as in washed 
down to the septic tank. But to Big Willie, our advertising manager, 
my Bowles headline was one more proof of my frivolity. Puns offend 
him. Also, he claims, they offend our advertisers. When our editor is 
at her desk, Big Willie keeps his resentment under wraps. But our 
editor was away on July II-all my admirers at the paper were away 
on that day-so Big Willie was emboldened. I'm elitist, I'm subver
sive, I'm apolitical, I'm out of touch with the readership-all this and 
more. I told myself that Big Willie's anger was probably a mask. I 
said, "Martha, he's really in love with you but he can't deal with those 
feelings so he substitutes." I felt flattered to be the object of Big 
Willie's affections, yet I couldn't shake the effect of his surface 
hostility. The headlines I wrote that day were dull, mechanical; the 
best of the lot turned out to be a character too long. And it took me 
six hours to get through three hours' worth of work. Midafternoon, 
exhausted, I left the office for the public library. 

Until July 11, I'd always thought of our librarian as a sort of 
municipal auntie-a helpful, sympathetic person. It's crushing 
when someone you've come to depend on starts using your words 
against you. 

"I'd like My Sensuality.)) 
"You'd" (titter) "like your sensuality?" 
«My Sensuality by 'G.' You're holding it for me." 
"Indeed I'm not, Mrs. Blau, most certainly not." (Titter.) 
"Please. My Sensuality. It's on reserve." 
"I think" (titter) "you're looking for it in the wrong place, Mrs. 

Blau." 
I held back tears. In the tenth grade, when our biology class gave 

oral reports on different kinds of insects and I was announced as 
"Martha Steele who has bedbugs and cockroaches," I'd been simi
larly stoic. 
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((My Sensuality by 'G.' It's a book. I put it on reserve. You said 
you'd hold it at the desk. Is it here?" 

It was there. I took it home with me. I'd intended to make 
myself a lovely meal when I got home, but I didn't. Instead, I 
took a small chocolate cake from the freezer and ate it all, not 
even defrosting it. The aftertaste was dreadful. I was musing 
about aftertastes and about sensuality in general when the UPS 
man arrived. Weeks had passed since I'd ordered the set of 
dishes he was now delivering; it felt like a gift. Signing for it, I told 
the UPS man he'd made my day. At this, his color deepened and his 
lips quivered. 

"Could I go to your basement?" 
"What for?" 
"You know what for." 
"Oh no I don't!" I didn't, but I had my suspicions. They were 

Warren's suspicions. 
"Please, lady, I really need to use your basement. I gotta, you 

know ... " And he raised his hand. 
Then I did know. I, too, had attended a grammar school 

where the toilets were in the basement. I let the UPS man in to 
pee (or whatever) and I stepped out of doors. No one, I 
thought, gets raped on her own front lawn in broad daylight. 
Amazing, I thought, how a few hours of afternoon sunshine can 
blot up all evidence of a morning's rain. Then I remembered 
having left my raincoat at the newspaper office. Big Willie 
would take it home with him, to use as a fetish. I'd have to buy 
another. 

The dishes I'd signed for were not the dishes I'd ordered. I'd 
ordered white. This carton was labeled white, but the dishes 
inside were in a starburst pattern. Starburst is not at all my style. 
White is. White suits me very well. It expresses the virginal 
qualities I've retained through fifteen years of marriage. Like my 
dead mother, I'm sometimes a highly principled person. 

"This is Mrs. Blau calling about a set of dishes. Blau. B-L-A-U 
Blau. B as in broccoli. Yes, broccoli, B-R-O-C-C-O-L-I broccoli. 
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No, not Mrs. Broccoli, Mrs. Blau. B as in broccoli, yes. L as in 
lettuce ... " 

For me, the worst part of childhood was my sense of discon
nection from The Real World. Days like July 11 bring back the 
threat of it. I get scared when no one speaks my language, when the 
sky shows me its hindquarters, when the ramps leading onto the 
highway are marked EXIT, when the arrows point up, when the 
compass needle won't stop spinning, and the neighbor's dog snaps 
at my hand as I reach out to pat him, and the old crone in the 
barometer house glares cross-eyed from her doorway whatever the 
weather. I explained to the store spokesman that I'd ordered white 
dishes and they'd sent me starburst. He was courteous. He said 
there were plenty of whites in stock, he'd have another set sent out. 
I asked him please to check the contents of the carton. He agreed to 
do this; he put me on hold. After a lengthy hiatus, he returned to 
the phone and said, "I'm sorry, Mrs. Blau, but you'd better keep the 
starburst. That's how white is coming through these days ." 

It wasn't possible to share this news about white with Buddie. 
The circuits to Muncie were busy. An electronic signal told me so 
each 'time I dialed; nononononommo it said, ad nauseum. I didn't 
permit myself to call Mimi, having decreed that she and I were not 
to communicate during Warren's absence, that I needed solitude. 
Instead, I phoned Lawrence at his office. Maybe I interrupted 
something important. Or maybe Lawrence thought my white story 
had racial overtones. "Mmmmm," was all he said when I recounted 
it. 

"G" says that until she reached the age of forty she was cut 
off from her own sensuality; she lived as a boarder in her own 
body. Then, in fortuitous circumstances only sketchily told in 
the introductory chapter, she discovered that she and her body 
were one. What her body wanted, she wanted; it was that 
simple. Her sensuality asked to be loved, honored, obeyed. It 
was the key to a garden of theretofore undreamed of delights . 
Every woman, "G" says, holds the key to such a garden. One 
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need only engage in a few pleasant exercises. Exercise A, for 
example .. . 

I undressed. Not liking tub baths, I substituted a hot shower. I 
applied lotion generously, as directed. Lacking French perfume of 
my own, I daubed my "pockets of sensuality" with Warren's 
Parisian aftershave. It stung. Then I stood before the full-length 
mirror on the bathroom door and began "the discovery massage." 
Scalp, forehead, temples, nose, cheeks, lips, chin, neck, and down
ward. Breasts. "Lavish attention on the breasts. Look closely in 
the mirror and observe what happens." 

At first I thought it was a rash. Then I thought hieroglyphics. 
3HT V1I 32UA'l A 23MOJ 513WOJ OT ;)V1IV1V1I;)3a 21 TH;)IV1 
Then I recognized it as English, reversed in the mirror, so I ran to 
get a hand mirror, thinking I could somehow re-reverse it, but my 

33HT aJlA'lMOJ I JJAH2 2JIGOHAG 3HT HTIW 23JV1AG 
various contortions failed to make the printout legible. Further
HTV10M TG3J3U5IJ 3HT 21 JVl'lA 3M G322DI YV1V13{ GOA TVa 
more, it was all happening so fast, the words skating across my 
chest without pause or punctuation, right to left on the mirror as if 
513VO ;)~IV3Vl;) UOY aJlA T35IA;)51AM 3V10a 3HT TA OJl3,s 
in Hebrew, but dissolving into thin air on the actual right of me 
while on the actual left of me the invisible teletype pulsed out more 
510V1 V10 23VOM TI5IW ;)V1IV AH GV1A 23TVlW 513;)V1Fl ;)V11 

words which chased the others into quick oblivion. A witness, I 
needed a witness, but who and how? I was afraid this phenomenon 
GV1AHT'13G 3HTOT33HT3VOJ IlYAW3HTTV1UOJ3MT3J 
would continue through the night and destroy me in the process; 
TAHT":fO TIU5I":f 3HT GV1A 3JV13IG3a02IG TGJlFl 2V1AM ":fO 
afraid of going mad, of having gone mad already in my solitude; 
T2A <J V13aJ1;) V11 ~OG 3IJ OT 3M HT3)1AM 3H rnA W TO~ 
afraid also of turning away from a genuine revelation. Did Abra
ham turn away? Did Daniel? Did Joan of Arc? 

Charlie Wish now was the one I called. I don't much like him as a 
person, but he lives nearby and he was covering Warren's practice 
that week. I said, "Charlie, come, it's my breast, my breast . .. ," 
and he said, "I'll be there in five minutes, Martha. Keep calm." 
Then I ran back to the mirror. Although they are not part of my 

V1I251AH<JU J3)13T 3~3M 3~3M 32IGAJlA<J ":fO )lJIM 3HT 
everyday vocabulary, I recognized the words of God's warning to 
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Belshazzar. They traveled the width of my breasts, then tumbled 
off. Nothing followed them. My breasts went blank. 

I didn't tell Charlie Wishnow about the printout. I told him I'd 
discovered a lump in my breast and I'd panicked. Charlie per
formed a careful examination, locating the lump, palpating it. He 
said he'd arrange for mammography the following day, but odds 
were my lump was cystic, not to jump to conclusions. When I 
apologized for overreacting, Charlie gave me a tranquilizer and 
bowed to me. I could call him any time, for any reason. He was at 
my servICe. 

The mammograph on July 12 was negative. I phoned Warren in 
Chicago to report on it. Warren said, "Oh my God, what a scare, 
and when are you going to stop smoking?" I promised Warren I'd 
make an appointment with an internist for a complete checkup. 
Warren said, "Hy," which is a code between us. I said I loved him 
too, which was, insofar as I can judge what truth is, true. 

On July 18, the internist gave my general condition an A-plus 
but questioned that "swollen gland" under my right ear; he re
ferred me to a specialist. On July 20, the specialist confirmed the 
internist's suspicions: a tumor of the parotid gland. With the boys 
away at camp, this was a convenient time for me to be hospitalized. 
My operation on July 25 lasted several hours; it was, people kept 
telling me, a very delicate procedure. The plastic surgeon who 
performed it was pleased with the result, proud not to have cut the 
seventh cranial nerve. Warren agreed with him that the incision 
was beautiful. We all rejoiced when the pathology report came 
back "benign." 

v cry well, thank you. Fine 1WW. That's right, haha, like it or lump it. 
A beautiful scar, sure, but it itches like crazy. Trying to tell me 
something, yes indeed. How would I k1WW? Your guess is as good as mine, 
Daddy. 
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SEVEN: Stroke 

The night Warren's mother suffered the stroke from which she is 
now recovering, slowly, at the Star of David Rehab Center, her 
entire immediate family was assembled in her dining room, all of us 
Within spitting distance of her body. An amazing coincidence. 
These Blau family get-togethers are by no means rare, but neither 
are they commonplace happenings. When the ten of us gather at 
Nana Blau's table it's a special occasion. Often it's a holiday. Some
times, as on the night of Nan a Blau's stroke, the specialness derives 
simply from the fact that Warren's sister Ruth Ann is in town. Ruth 
Ann and Bertram live in Newark. New-ark-new-jer-sey is the way 
my mother-in-law says it, weighting it, making it seem very far 
from here, foreign even. Nana Blau is of two minds about Newark. 
On the one hand, it confers importance. On the other hand, it 
deprives her of her daughter's company and also-"Ah, such 
beauties, delicious, I could eat them up!"-ofthe company of her 
twin granddaughters, her Basha and Shana. Of course, living two 
hundred miles away from home was not Ruth Ann's idea; Nana 
Blau knows that. And Nana Blau doesn't exactly blame Bertram for 
taking over his family's wholesale liquor business and making a 
success of it. Success is good. Although money isn't everything, it's 
something. It would have been better maybe if Ruth Ann had 
married a professional man, but at least she has nice clothes on her 
back. 

My father-in-law experiences life more simply. I've never known 
him to quarrel with what is. His love for his children expands to 
encompass his children-by-marriage, Bertram and me. It makes 
him happy to have us all together in his home. On these occasions, 
What he communicates is pure benignity. His eyes shine, and his 
cheeks· have heightened color, arid his smiles seem burnished, and 
even his whispy white hair takes on a luster which, to my eyes, is at 
once angelic and patriarchal. I have good rapport with Warren's 
father. I like the way he hugs me. 
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When we arrived at my in-laws' apartment building the night of 
Warren's mother's stroke, Basha and Shana were in the courtyard, 
bouncing toward us on pogo sticks and calling out excited greet
ings. Then the kisses. Loud juicy kisses for Warren and me, and 
more of the same for John and Eric who, I've noticed, become as 
stumbling calves in the force field of this astonishing pair of plump, 
pretty, demonstrative girl cousins. "Can the boys stay out here with 
us, Auntie Martha?" Permission granted. Sans sons, Warren and I 
went upstairs for a round of adult embraces, following which 
Bertram and Papa Blau drew Warren into a discussion of potato 
futures, and I trailed Ruth Ann and Nana Blau into the kitchen. 
The subject there was pillows. As usual, Ruth Ann had brought her 
mother a fresh supply of made-in-Newark pillows. This time, 
though, Ruth Ann seemed to be drawing the line. 

"I mean it, Ma. This is it. The six I came with today, and no 
m-ore.JJ 

''What can I tell them?" My mother-in-law was genuinely 
stricken. By "them" she meant the members of her bridge club, the 
women she'd been supplying pillows to since Lord knows when. 

'~ell them anything, Ma. Tell them Bertram sold the pillow 
factory . Tell them it's against the law to take the pillows out of 
state. Whatever you say, they'll believe." 

Bertram has never been in the pillow business, only in liquor. 
But in the early years, my mother-in-law couldn't bring herself to 
admit to liquor. If people asked what her son-in-law did, she said, 
with a tight mouth, "Business." This sufficed until, at the bridge 
club, somebody dared to follow up with, "What kind ofbusiness?" 
and Nana Blau said, "Pillows." It just slipped out. But one thing 
always leads to another, and soon the women were asking her to 
get them pillows wholesale, and eventually Nana Blau was passing 
out pillows like gum drops, never accepting money for them 
because, she said, her son-in-law was a very generous person. In 
recent years, coached by Ruth Ann, Nana Blau has let it be known 
that Bertram has other financial interests that the family is not at 
liberty to discuss; still, the pillow game continues. 

The night of Nan a Blau's stroke, I said to her, "Why not tell your 
bridge club the truth?" She was indignant at me, as was Ruth Ann. 
''We don't want to make Ma out a liar," Ruth Ann said. "Ifit came 
to that, I'd rather buy more pillows." Which is how it was left. 
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There is a certain comfortable sameness to these dinners at my 
in-laws' apartment. The night of Nan a Blau's stroke, the menu was 
the usual menu. Roast stuffed turkey for the main course, supple
mented by cabbage rolls, accompanied by salad and cranberry 
mold and tzimmes and potato kugel, preceded by chicken soup and 
gefilte fish, prior to which, in the living room, chopped liver and 
Ritz crackers were served along with the cocktails, the cocktails 
consisting of a choice between Manischewitz Concord wine and 
Canada Dry ginger all' . Also, the problems in the kitchen that night 
were the usual problems. The oven temperature was uneven, the 
Oven was too small, counter space was inadequate, and the refriger
ator was too full to accommodate the cranberry mold that's my 
traditional contribution to these dinners, although my mother-in
law never remembers having asked me to bring it. "If I'd known 
you were making mold," she says, "I wouldn't have made salad." 

It was Bertram who called the children indoors to participate in 
the cocktail hour. Basha and Shana performed a violin duet by a 
composer unknown to me. Very melodious, I thought, and grace
fully executed. After the twins had been thoroughly applauded, 
John raced through Solfegietto on the out-of-tune Baldwin baby 
grand. Ruth Ann told him the piece was beautiful, absolutely 
beautiful, and so was he. Since the onset of his acne, John's beauty 
has not been much commented on; in a spasm of embarrassment, 
he poked Eric. Eric, who plays no musical instrument but is a 
wonderfully coordinated athlete, then overturned his glass of 
ginger ale onto the light-blue crushed velvet sofa from which the 
slipcovers had been removed that afternoon in honor of our 
coming. 

The. night of her stroke, Warren's mother asked his opinion of 
the chopped liver. "Very good, Ma," Warren said, as he always 
does; he loves his mother's chopped liver. Then his mother asked 
him how come, if the liver was so good, there was such a lot left 
over. Then Warren told his mother, not for the first time, that she 
makes enough for an army, and furthermore he was saving room 
for the meal. Then Warren's father asked Ruth Ann if now was the 
moment to move on to the dining room. It was. 

Since I help out, naturally, with the serving and clearing away at 
these dinners I wasn't on hand for all the table conversation the 
night of Na~a Blau's stroke, but I can reconstruct much of it. 
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During the gefilte fish course, I remember, John and Eric jointly 
recounted an anecdote that had been circulating in our neighbor
hood the previous week. While vacationing on a tropical island, a 
woman had bruised her forehead, raising a large lump. On her 
return to the States, she consulted a doctor who told her to apply 
moist heat. Thus treated, the lump seemed immediately to increase 
in size, causing the woman much distress. That night, she was 
awakened by a dream of spiders crawling across her face-and 
they were! A tropical spider had laid its eggs in her wound, 
and the eggs were hatching. Imagine, said John, the woman's 
surprise when she went to the mirror and discovered those spiders. 
No wonder she was now in a mental institution, a schizo for life. 

This tale elicited squeals from Basha and Shana, snorts from 
Ruth Ann, scientific skepticism from Warren, and from N ana Blau, 
who was just then placing a second, unasked-for piece of fish on 
Warren's plate, the following comment: "I had a tropical problem 
once. The doctor gave me a salve for it." What? How's that again? 
Nana Blau insisted. Nana Blau produced for our inspection the 
confirming tube of ointment: for topical use only. "Topi
cai, Ma. Topical." "That's what I said," she said. 

It was while I was serving the soup that Bertram, himself a reader 
of catholic tastes, asked me if I had any interesting books to 
recommend. I did, of course. I recommended a collection of essays 
by the British psycho-analyst Ella Freeman Sharpe. Fascinating, 
the way she interprets nursery rhymes. Little Miss Muffet, say, as a 
warning against female masturbation, and The Three Blind Mice . 
. . . But before I could explain about those cut-off tails, Warren and 
his father launched into an animated discussion of some big 
baseball deal. The Red Sox, the Yankees-one of those teams was 
trying to exchange a pitcher for three outfielders or vice versa, and 
did Bertram think the baseball commissioner would let the trade go 
through? For a person who had no opinion on the subject, Bertram 
took an awfully long time answering. 

Nana Blau's chicken soup was as tasty as usual, and her matzo 
balls were firm but not too firm; there were several requests for 
seconds. Ruth Ann told us a story about Bertram's orthodox aunt 
and uncle who, when their daughter eloped with a non-Jewish 
man, put an ironing board into the daughter'S bed and sat shiva for 
her, chanting prayers over the dead body substitute. Then Ruth 
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Ann described that same aunt's obsession with dirt: how she keeps 
~er comb and brush in a paper bag, how the furniture in her house 
IS draped with sheets, and how, in other people's houses, she 
always places a scarf between her backside and the chair she's sitting 
On. Also, Ruth Ann gave me her oven-poached salmon recipe that 
night, the night of her mother's stroke. I told Ruth Ann I don't care 
for poached salmon and I'd never dream of preparing it. Ruth Ann 
said her recipe was foolproof, also delicious. I said thanks but no 
thanks. Ruth Ann said the secret of her salmon recipe is this: you 
oil the fish thoroughly, and you make certain the aluminum foil 
~rapping is sealed tight. When Ruth Ann continued with detailed 
Instructions for baking, chilling, and skinning the salmon, I tuned 
her out, but as soon as she got to the part about garnishing-ah! 
Lemons and cucumbers sliced thin for scales. Spanish olives halved 
for eyes. A strip of pimiento for the mouth, for the irresistible 
smile. I imagined a smiling salmon on my dining room table at a 
Sunday brunch, a champagne brunch, Bach's Brandenburg con
certi as the background music, me greeting guests in an embroi
dered caftan, Warren and the boys rel'plendent in smoking jackets, 
green velvet probably. I asked Ruth Ann to run through the recipe 
a second time, which she obligingly did. 

When Warren's mother brought in the salad, she asked him if 
he'd rather carve the turkey in the kitchen or at the table. She 
knows, of course, that he prefers not to carve in public. He always 
says, as he did that night, "In the kitchen, Ma. It's too cramped 
here." But the night of Warren's mother's stroke, Bertram made a 
great issue of wanting to watch his famous surgeon brother-in-law 
handle a knife, and Ruth Ann said there wasn't an inch offree space 
in the kitchen, and I threw Warren a look that meant, "You've lost, 
don't fight it," and Warren said, "Sure." I said I'd bring the turkey 
i~ so Warren could start operating, but Nana Blau told me, "Sit, 
Sit." She accused me of rushing things; where was the fire all of a 
sudden? I should eat my salad, she said. She'd carry in her own 
turkey in her own good time. . . 

Papa Blau asked Basha and Shana if there were any other tw1l1S 111 

their new schoo!. Not in the seventh grade, Basha said, but in the 
eighth there were these twO boys, Bobby and Petey . .. "Booby and 
Poopy," Shana contributed. Twin boy~, Basha went on, who 
sometimes ... "Bippie and Peepee," Shana tried again, this time 
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erupting in a fit of giggles that spread from her to her sister and 
then to Eric and, finally, though I felt him resisting mightily, to Big 
John. It took paper bag inhalation therapy administered by Uncle 
Warren to cure poor Shana of the hiccups that followed this 
hilarity . We were all just settling down again when N ana Blau came 
in with the turkey, when she had her stroke. 

I don't remember. Life happens so abruptly. The turkey tumbled 
from the platter. My mother-in-law slid to the floor. "Warren, 
Warren, Warren," the others were calling. I, too, I think. Warren 
was speaking so loud, the dead could have heard him. "Move your 
arm, Ma. Ma, try to move your arm." To me, Warren said, "No, no 
water, she could aspirate." It was Bertram who phoned the police. I 
believe my father-in-law began to weep when the ambulance men 
appeared. Their stretcher was the collapsible kind. They slid it 
underneath my mother-in-law, strapped her down, then raised it to 
wheel her away. Warren went with them. Bertram drove my 
father-in-law to the hospital. Ruth Ann stayed behind with me and 
the children. First, she and I tried to clean the dining room carpet. 
It ,was stained where the turkey had fallen, and where my mother
in-law had urinated. Then, with the children helping, we cleared 
the dining room table and set to work in the kitchen. By the time 
Warren called from the hospital, we'd erased the dinner. 
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The town we live in is a pleasing town, an upper-middJe-income 
town known for its Tudor-style homes and its three small unpol
luted ponds, but this town is not safe for babies. Babies have 
drowned in our ponds. Babies who were sung to sleep in the 
sweetly decorated nurseries of our Tudor-style homes have suffo
cated in their cribs. Other babies have been found mutilated in our 
~rash barrels. Just last night a shopping bag containing a female 
mfant-birth fluids still glistening, cord and placenta still attached 
-was retrieved from under a hedge that fronts one of our Tudor
style homes. If the woman of that home had not been suffering 
from insomnia, if she had not decided to step out onto her front 
lawn while the rest of the world slept, if the night had been less 
clement, if there had been a wind, if there had been no moon, if the 
~oman had dismissed the faint cry she heard as the cry of a cat or an 
Imagined banshee, that baby, too, would have perished. 

Dh the babies, the endangered babies 

Week after week, people phone The Citizen, our local paper, 
with dire news of babies : disasters, ncar-disasters. Little of this 
baby news appears in our columns. Our editor believes in asserting 
at least the possibility of happy endings. Otherwise, she says, why 
bother? The apparently happy ending of the shopping bag found
ling story will earn it feature status in the next edition of The 
Citizen. This is manipulation, yes, but there's strong precedent 
behind it. The infant Moses adrift in the marshes, saved by the 
Egyptian princess-an inspiring tale. Where would the Jewish 
people be today if the princess hadn't swept that baby from his float 
to her bosom? Possibly still in Egypt, repairing pyramids. Yet as a 
private person, as a mother, I find the life story of Moses somewhat 
disturbing. He was a sensitive individual, tongue-tied and diffi
dent, also high-strung and perfectionist; too much was demanded 
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of him. I think of the hot coal in his mouth, and of his temper 
tantrum at the base of Mount Sinai when he smashed the first set of 
God-given commandment tablets, and how, at the very end, he was 
granted only a glimpse of the promised land. Only a glimpse, like a 
child squinting at the keyhole of the locked door to the parents' 
bedroom. The glimpse instead of the glory. Never to be let in. 

Oh the babies, the babies, the cradle 
in the treetop and the fate of it 

John was almost fourteen when he entered puberty, but Eric, 
not yet twelve, is already undergoing changes. My babies, my 
babies turning into men. Now that my lap is empty of babies, my 
head is full of them. Several times this summer I've forgotten to use 
my diaphragm, but nothing's come of it. Mother Nature knows 
best, probably. Age forty-one is too old to undertake a new baby, 
probably. My friend Gertrude was forty when she gave birth to her 
youngest-he's three now, and she's still enjoying every moment of 
him-but Gertrude is an exception, probably, because of her mild 
temperament. Also, Gertrude doesn't live in this town. This town 
is unsafe for babies. 

Oh the babies, the garden of babyheads, 
the eyes and ears, the noses lips cheeks 
chins and necks of babies, the weave of 
habyhair, the fontanelles 

My mother, who didn't care for babies, had me and Mimi 
because it was the proper thing to do. Mimi was born before I 
turned two, so she and I were babies together for a little while. Do 
it and get it over with, my mother thought-but then Buddie 
turned up in her womb. She prayed for a miscarriage or a stillbirth; 
what else could she do? Abortion was illegal, and my mother was a 
law-abiding person. All through her third pregnancy she felt weak, 
vertiginous. Afterward, and to the end of her life, she remained a 
sickly woman. I was six when Buddie was born, old enough, but I 
was not a good little mother to Buddie. Often I pinched him 
without provocation. On several occasions, by accident, I let him 
fall from my arms. Yet however many mistakes I made with 
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Buddie, he loved me best. And I loved him, of course; I loved him 
mightily. I used to kiss his doughy surface, every curve of it. 

Oh the babies 

My first pregnancy was twenty-five years long. I got so used to 
being pregnant, I stopped believing in the outcome. I said this to 
my obstetrician. I told him, "Yes, I know there's a baby in there, 
but the baby's part of me. Now ifI'm emptied out I think I'll die." I 
insisted on natural childbirth, which was not much favored in 
those days. For eighteen hours I labored in full consciousness until 
the obstetrician told me it was a tight situation and I'd have to be 
put to sleep. "Like a dog?" "Like a good girl," he said, laughing. 
Poor neonatal John, his head battered by my bony passageway, his 
temples bruised by forceps. The marks went away eventually, just 
~s the obstetrician said they would. He wasn't a liar, only an 
Insensitive person. When he entered my hospital room and found 
me putting John to my breast, he said, "Well well well, so it's 
feeding time at the wo." 

Oh the babies: baby skin, baby bellies, 
baby belly buttons, baby hands and fiet, 
baby genitals, baby thumbs and fingers, 
baby toesiewoesies, little piggies 

The obstetrician who brought Eric into the world was of a more 
sympathetic nature. He arranged for a caudal block and for a tilted 
mirror above my crotch so I could witness the miracle. Witness the 
miracle-that's how he phrased it. He even invited Warren to join 
Us in the delivery room, unlike my first obstetrician who'd advised 
Warren to go out for a few beers. Eric was a much smaller baby 
than John, and his birth was uncomplicated, and I was awake 
throughout. Awake, but unseeing. I couldn't look. I was afraid of 
something, something nameless. At the moment of delivery I shut 
my eyes. 

Oh the babies, mammy's little babies 

My mother's prejudice against babies was related, I think, to her 
prejudice against Jews and Negroes. Against Jews, yes, in spite of 
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her assertive Jewishness. We identifY complexly; we are what we 
hate. My mother was proud to have been courted by a Christian, 
but when my father proposed marriage there were conditions to 
be met. He had to convert to Judaism. He had to be circum
cised. Before his conversion, my father used to say, his promi
nent nose was considered Roman; thereafter it marked him as a 
Hebrew. What tricky genes we carry. A tinted photograph of 
Grandpa Rosen on his wedding day (my mother displayed it on 
her night table; I keep it now in my top desk drawer) shows a 
young man of decidedly Negroid features. So my mother's 
beloved father was probably darker-skinned than Lawrence, and 
her brother Alfie certainly was. Alfie had, in addition to his 
brownish complexion, a broad nose, full lips, and woolly hair. 
Some Jews do. Lawrence, my mother's black son-in-law, didn't. 
The further irony of my mother's refusal to acknowledge Law
rence was that he and she had so much in common. Like her, he 
was a person of lofty principles. Like her, he had a depressive 
nature. Like her, he had high blood pressure and died in his own 
bed ?f a heart attack. Six months ago. I will not speak of it. Dead 
is dead, as my mother used to say. Cradle to grave, as she also 
used to say. My cold dead mother. In life, she was the baby of her 
family. 

Dh the babies] the babies: their 
wobbly heads] their drifty hands] 
their gums] their ga, their goo] 
their drool] their wahwahwah] their 
wantwantwant] poor babies 

All this summer I've been dreaming about babies. Those I give 
birth to are frequently defective. Those I must rescue from the 
burning house are colicky and disobedient. Or I alone am responsi
b�e for feeding thousands of babies in a sort of nursery. I choose a 
few that I can keep alive, just barely, and let the outcasts scream 
until they get too weak to scream, until they perish. In another 
dream, my father is sitting in an enormous highchair. He is 
banging his shovel-sized spoon on the tray. More, he says to me. 
More more more more more. When I dream of my baby mother, 
she's in a little coffin-cradle and every inch of her is covered with 
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worms. She wants to be picked up by me and held. She wants to 
be kissed allover. 

Oh the babies, hungry babies, oh the 

On the Vatican side of the Tiber is a hospital with a chink in its 
front wall, and through this chink, in medieval times, women who 
might otherwise have drowned their unwanted babies could de
posit them, could donate them to the church. It's been two years 
since Warren and I took that whirlwind tour ofItaly, and most of 
the famous sights we saw there have blurred in my memory, but I 
can't forget the baby depository in the hospital wall. I'm reminded 
of it whenever I return library books after hours. Lately, I've been 
thinking of myself as such a wall, and I experience mixed feelings 
about the chink in me. Sometimes I wish it were larger. Other 
times I wish a bird would build a nest in it and put it out of 
business. 

Oh the babies, oh the bouncing babies: 
first burp, first smile, first kiss, 
first step, first misstep and all 
successive missteps, oh the babies 

This past spring, Warren and I attended the funerals of three 
teenagers we'd known since their babyhood. The first, a fifteen
year-old girl, succumbed to leukemia. The second, a boy, also 
fifteen, an experimental drinker, smashed up his father's Mercedes 
and died en route to the emergency room. People said it was a 
mercy he'd taken no one with him. The third, our close neighbor, a 
~enior at a distinguished prep school, committed suicide by throw
ing himself in front of a rapid-transit car. Like Moses, this boy was 
a stutterer and an overachiever. Of all his classmates, he was the 
only one not accepted to a first-rank college. The disappointed 
youngster died a month before his prep school graduation, but his 
diploma was awarded anyhow, posthumously. When it arrived in 
the mail the father said, "Next thing we know, they'll get him into 
Harvard." 

Oh the babies, the endangered babies, 
the babies reaching for the pretty flames, 
the poor charred babies 
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In the forthcoming edition of our newspaper it will be reported 
that I, Martha Steele Blau, long-time resident of this town, part
time employee of The Citizen, wife of Warren Blau, M.D., mother 
of John and Eric, last night rescued a baby who had been aban
doned at the edge of the Blau property. It will be told how I, as if 
divinely guided, walked out onto my front lawn while the rest of 
the world slept, and how, unmindful of my own safety, I sought 
out the source of the cry that issued from the hedge which fronts 
our lot. The article will describe me on my hands and knees 
burrowing through the ancient root system of the hedge to find the 
shopping bag that was deposited there. The reader will relive last 
night's events with me: carrying the infant indoors, presenting her 
to my doctor husband for his life-sustaining attentions, sponging 
and swaddling her, making appropriate arrangements for her 
future. The newspaper account will include no mention of my tears 
and entreaties: "Oh, but Warren, Warren, I want to keep her, I need 
to keep her, there's nothing wrong about it, please, it was meant to 
be, I know it was." 

-K,nock knock. 
-Who)s there? 
-The Martha. 
-The Martha who? 
-The Martha of us all. 
In our local A & P this morning, I waited in line next to a young 

pregnant woman, her eyes misted over with that dreaminess that 
comes when we're carrying, her posture queenly, her empire vast 
below her swollen breasts. I cleared my throat, then smiled as 
engagingly as I could, but it was difficult to win her attention. 

"When is your baby due?" 
She said, "Soon." 
"It's hard to be pregnant in this hot weather." 
She said, "I don't mind." 
"I bet it'll be a boy. People say if you carry in front, it's a boy." 
She said, "Yeah." 
"This is your first baby?" 
She said, "Right." 
"Ah me, the first baby. What an adventure for you and your 

husband." 
She said, "I'm not married." 
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"Oh, I scc. But will you-I mean, do you plan to keep the baby?" 
Shc said, "Y cs." Thcn, because it was almost hcr turn at thc 

checkout, she pulled away from me, putting an end to our conver
sation. I tried to catch her eye again, but I wasn't successful. I never 
got the chance to wish her luck. 
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The phone call, the one that brought us the bad news about our 
marriage, came through at about one-fifteen in the morning 
(except, of course, it wasn't morning, it was dead of night, and this 
is a bedtime story) of a Thursday in that April when our theretofore 
acceptable marriage was in its nineteenth year. Warren, on his side 
of the bed, was asleep and snoring; I, on my side, was almost 
asleep, my attention to the book in hand having been deflected by 
some associative fantasy, my mind drifting, so that in the normal 
course of events I would have, within seconds probably, fumbled at 
the headboard for the switch of the high-intensity clip-on light, 
turning it off, and myself off, and the book would have slid from 
the bed to meet the carpet with the familiar thud that Warren, with 
imp~rfect logic, refers to as the drop of the other shoe. So, when 
the call came, I was technically awake but not wakeful, and though 
I reached toward the phone across the ridge of Warren's body (he 
sleeps, usually, on his right side, with his back to me), my gesture 
was languid, without conviction, and it was Warren who inter
cepted on the second ring. 

"Hello hello what is it," he said, in that way he has. I mean that 
the syllables were delivered with a challenging edge, a don't
think-you've-caught-me-napping edge, and rapidly, in a fizz of 
adrenaline, so I thought for sure the patient on the other end would 
hang up, assuming a wrong number. 

I was, as I occasionally am, wrong on several counts. 
Warren said, "No no no I'm up." 
Then, in a subtly altered tone, Warren said, "Oh." 
Then Warren held out the receiver, mumbling something that I 

understood to equal, "It's for you." 
I wish I were able to report that Warren, transferring the 

receiver, cast me a baJefullook. This is a phrase I have always wanted 
to use, and it's appropriate to the situation I'm describing, except 
that Warren's eyes were closed, had never opened. So he couldn't 
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have cast me an anythingful look, though he certainly wore one. 
The look he wore was uncharacteristically negative, downright 
surly, even allowing for the unmasking effect of a broken sleep. 

I whispered "Hello?" into the mouthpiece. 
From the earpiece, a burst of giggle. "Hi, how are you, it's 

Judy." 
"Judy?" 
"Yes, Judy. )} 
"Judy who?" 
"Come off it, Mar. It's me, Judy, Juju." 
Shame on me! I ought to have known her instantly. There 

have been other Judys in my life to whom I've felt closer, but 
none with the ironclad, lifelong claim on my loyalty this Judy 
had, has. WASP-y Juju. Judith Blake Lattimore, my Wellesley 
roommate who, when I was young and frightened, young and 
loveless, young and maybe schiwphrenic, rubbed my back and 
squeezed my pimples and brushed my snarly hair, getting next 
to nothing in return since I had declined to love her or even 
especially like her. So I was ashamed, and to myself I said, "You 
crumb, Martha," when what I was saying to her was, "Sorry, Judy, 
but I was half asleep, it's late, you know?" And then, "Listen, Judy, 
?on't go away, I'll pick this up downstairs." Thereupon, not want-
109 to involve Warren, I maneuvered with the cord around the bed, 
and I hung up the phone, and I shut our bedroom door with a 
delicacy that was positively oriental, and I tiptoed barefoot down 
to the kitchen. 

The connection had held. I said, "Hi again," and Judy said, 
"Hi, I'm conducting a test," which I interrupted with "What's 
going on?" because something usually is going on when Judy 
calls. She'd called me that past winter when Tim Jr., my godson, 
had tried to hang himself with a rope he'd attached to the light 
fIxture on his bedroom ceiling, and the time before that it was 
her mother's cancer-no, it was Tim's heart attack, and her 
mother's breast was the previous year. Anyhow, Judy keeps in 
touch with me by calling at crisis points, whereas I relay our 
news in rambly letters that I write when I have time to kill, 
When nothing's going on. 

Judy said, "Nothing's going on. I'm conducting . . . " 
I said, "Are you sure?" 
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Judy said, "Shit, that's twice you've done it, and I'm not drunk 
yet, and are you going to let me talk or not?" The Stinger, in action 
agam. 

When Judy and I first met, she told me how tickled she was to get 
a Jewish roommate. She hoped her grandmother would throw a fit 
about it; she couldn't wait. She said to me, "I'm a WASP, you 
know." I said I knew. I thought I did know. I thought, having no 
sense of differentials in the gentile world, that WASP meant-well, 
waspish, waspy, a born stinger. As for Judy's religious background, 
I guess I'd have said Catholic. She was tall, she was heavy-set, she 
had straight blond hair cut to the level of her chin, and in her 
pleated wool skirts and prim white blouses that struggled with her 
breasts, she reminded me of the uniformed girls I used to see lined 
up outside St. Mary's Academy. Except that the cardigans Judy 
wore were one hundred percent cashmere. And her face was 
beautiful, extraordinary, a cross between Ingrid Bergman and the 
Mona Lisa. 

"Okay," I told her. "Talk." 
""Veil. As I said. I'm conducting a test." 
"Mmmmm." 
"Aren't you going to ask me what kind of test?" 
"No, I'm not." 
"Ha, good old Mar. Well, I'll tell you anyhow. I am conducting. 

A test. To see whether. My friends. To see whether my friends arc 
still my friends ifI call them after one o'clock when I feel like talking 
to them after one o'clock ifI want to and it's my phone bill." Then 
she slid into the kind oflaughter that would have made me wet my 
pants ifI'd been in her shoes. And then, as ifby psychic suggestion, 
she said, "I'll be right back, Mar honey; I've got to pee." 

During the break, I took a decanter of white wine from the 
refrigerator and poured myself a glass. 

Judy came back remarkably sobered. 
"I'm in pretty bad shape," she said. 
"Sounds like it," I said. "Any special reason?" 
Judy said she could give me a thousand reasons, nothing special 

about any of them. Tim slumping around with his hand always on 
his chest, not good for a fucking thing, not even fucking, might as 
well be dead as live like that. And Tim Jr., in and out of treatment, 
Freudian, Jungian, nothing helping, and the poor kid in so much 
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pain, such awful nightmares. And her mother. And her father. 
And her job, her pain-in-the-ass job, the new director a pig but 
how could she quit with the job market the way it was, she'd go 
crazy not working, besides needing the money. Both cars falling 
apart. And the damned house, first the gutters going, then the 
water heater. And even, for God's sake, the dog. Hit by a car 
just that morning, at the vet's now, bound for the oven prob
ably. 

To me it sounded like unmitigated hell. I told her so. 
"Well, that's not all," she said. "Wait till you hear what 

happened with Geoffrey." 
"Geoffrey? " 
"Yes, Geoffrey. I, uh, never told you about Geoffrey?" 
"Never." 
''Well,'' giggling, "better late than never. You see, Geoffrey is 

my, was my ... " 
I guess Judy heard the intrusion on the line before I did. She 

cleared her throat, which alerted me. For a few seconds we 
waited for the alien breather to declare himself. Then Judy said, 
"Warren?" and I said, "Tim?" almost, but not exactly, in chorus. 

"It's not Tim," Judy said. "You see, Tim's not home right 
now." 

And I said, "Warren's sound asleep upstairs," glad to be able 
to say so, not liking to think about Tim with his bad heart out 
God knows where at two o'clock in the morning. 

It was at this point, of course, that Warren spoke, boomed, into 
our conversation. 

I'm trying to reconstruct what Warren said. I remember some 
of the words and phrases he used, but I cannot, for the life of 
me, put them back into his mouth. The elements were: "Mad
house. Sleep. Emergency. At this hour. Bitch. Unheard of. 
Because I say so." 

The slam of the receiver, followed by a single emphatic bang 
overhead, followed by a great stillness-but there were no 
conclusions to be drawn from all of this; I had no idea whether 
the orher shoe had just landed; or whether there was yet another 
shoe up there, and another, and another. 

Judy was giggling. "Whatever got into Warren?" 
"I don't know," I said. "It's not like him." 
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"Hell no, it's an improvement." 
Perhaps 1 should explain that Judy never really disliked Warren. 

On the few occasions when we all visited, she behaved quite 
amiably toward him, as did he toward her. What offended Judy 
was my marrying Warren over her objections. Even before they 
met she was lobbying against him, against my relationship with 
him. Her case was based on the letter in which 1 announced my 
engagement. "Dull," she'd said, "it sounds dull, it sounds sensible, it 
sounds like you're taking a goddamned sedative." I'd thanked Judy 
for her honesty (lying through my clenched teeth, thinking that 
instead of getting credit for candor she ought to have been taking 
lessons in tact) and told her that if she was so keen on choreo
graphing a life of passion and high adventure, she had her own 
life to work on. Cruel of me, yes, since she was then seven months 
pregnant with Tim J r. and only three months married. Theirs 
was, as we said in those days, a shotgun wedding. 

As for myselfin those days-well, 1 would describe my condition 
as one of terror. 1 was terrified. The world without, the world 
wi~in-everywhere 1 looked, those dangerous shadows. Warren 
was the one person 1 felt safe with. Was that enough? At the time, it 
seemed to be enough. At the time 1 read it as a blessed miracle. 

1 said to Judy, "Thanks a lot. That kind of improvement we can 
live without." 

"Okay," she said. "Let me tell you about Geoffrey." 
She'd have to tell me about Geoffrey another time, I said, 

because it was getting late (it was late), and Warren had made me 
nervous, and maybe he was expecting a call from the hospital or 
something, and as a matter of fact ... 

As a matter offact, 1 was hearing rough activity upstairs, then on 
the stairs, and then 1 was witnessing it. Warren was, literally, 
sputtering. Warren grabbed the wineglass from the counter and 
flung it into the sink with such force that fragments of glass came 
flying back at us. Warren said, "You keep that woman away from 
me, I'm warning you. I'm going to kill that woman." 

1 put my hand over the mouthpiece. Warren, not brutally, pulled 
my hand away. 

"Let her listen," he said. "I want her to listen." 
I reported to Judy that Warren was in some kind of trouble. 

Then 1 hung up. 
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Warren stamped his way upstairs. I, with dustpan and brush, 
went hunting for broken glass. I dealt with the wreckage in the 
sink. I printed a sign and taped it to the molding of the kitchen 
doorway: DANGER! BROKEN GLASS! WEAR SHOES! Not 
until then did it occur to me that I was barefoot, could 
have cut myself, probably should have. 

I remember returning to the bedroom with a feeling of oceanic 
indifference toward human lives in general, toward Warren's in 
particular. It didn't surprise me to find him sitting up in bed, 
smoking a pipe, his reading glasses on, a N ationa! Geographic 
propped on his knees; it wouldn't have surprised me to find him 
sprawled out on the floor, unconscious or dead. 

I did, however, make the first move. I said, "Well?" 
Warren said, "Goddanm that woman. That woman deserves to 

be shot." But quietly, madness spent, incorporation underway. 
"'Terrific," I said. "What did Judy ever do to you?" 
"She should know better, that's what she did to me." 
"Oh God, Warren." 
"I mean it. She should know better. Shc-should-know

better." 
Madness not spent? A psychotic look-alike in Warren's pajamas? 

Was it at times like this that people dialed the twenty-four-hour 
social service number? What was that number? 

I took it slow, very slow. I said, "Warren, please listen to me, 
please let me run through this. Judy is an old friend. I'm attached to 
her. She's attached to me. I agree, it was a crazy time to call, but it 
~asn't perversity, it was neediness. Judy has a lot of trouble in her 
lIfe. Tim has a bad heart, and Tim Jr. isn't getting any ... " 

"What?" 
"I said Tim has a bad heart, and Tim Jr ... . " 
Warren was livid. "Who was that? Who called you?" 
I was scared, but I tried not to sound scared. I said, "That was 

Judy, Warren. Judy. Juju. You remember, my roommate from . . . " 
Warren said, "The other one. I thought the other one. She 

should know better." 
The other one, as it turned out, as I painfully sorted it out 

(exploring, defending, interpreting, humoring), was Judy Wish
now. That Judy was the wife of Warren's friend and c~lleague 
Charlie Wishnow. That Judy had, only a few weeks earlier, left 
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her husband. She had packed herself and their two daughters into 
the VW wagon and fled to Vermont, to live with her lover. Her 
lover was at least ten years younger than Charlie. Her lover was an 
artist, a filmmaker. 

We'd known the Wishnows for years. Warren had never 
much liked Judy Wishnow, but then I'd never warmed to 
Charlie either. We had, as they say, accommodated. One ,docs. 

Warren finally said he was sorry to have upset me, and he 
hoped I understood he wasn't angry at me. Warren said he was 
exhausted; he didn't know how he'd get through hi~ day 
tomorrow. Then Warren said "Goodnight, dear," and turned 
his light off. 

When I was a child, when I was unhappy as a child, I had a 
particular way of lying in bed. I'd position myself with my 
knees pulled together under my chest, and my hands over my 
ears, and my forehead pressed into the pillow. This was the 
posture I instinctively assumed that night, that Thursday 
morning, and I felt the body of my childhood speaking to me 
from a very great distance, and I cried. I cried as a child, an 
incremental crying-sob, gasp, sob, gasp, sob, gasp-which 
peaked in an extended wailing, which was followed by the 
choking, the shuddering, the moaning, and eventually the 
subdued, irregular whimpering which is characteristic of any 
young child crying himself, herself, to sleep. Except my crying 
didn't lead to sleep. It led to, for lack of a better word, 
realizatwn. I realized that Warren was asleep. I realized that 
Warren had slept through my crying. I realized also that this had 
happened before, many times; that it was always happening. 
Night after night and year after year I was crying my-yes!
crying my heart out, with Warren in the same bed 
only inches away but sleeping through, the way you sleep 
through sounds of wind and rain on your bedroom window 
because you're so used to hearing them you tWn)t hear them, 
they function as a goddamned lullaby. 

I spoke Warren's name in my normal speaking voice. 
"Warren Blau," I said, "wake up, Warren Blau," and he did. 
He woke up mumbling, "I'm sorry, Martha, I'm really sorry," 
and he reached out his arm, and his hand grazed my breast. 

"Don't touch me," I said. "It's too late to touch me." 
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"Then what can I do?" he said. "What do vou want me to do?" 
"You can listen," I said, "because I have s;mething to tell you, 

some bad news, Warren. I want you to know that this is an awful 
marriage. I'm ashamed of this marriage." 

-And then? 
-And then nothing. 
-You mean, after all that realization . .. ? 
-That>s exactly what I mean. 
-But the bad news, after you)d signed a receipt for it, after you)d 

handed it to Warren? 
-Into a carton up in the attic, along with the diplomas, the yearbooks) 

the baby shoes) the clippings, all the other bygones. 
-Come on, Ma~ tell us. Something had to happen next. 
-A few visitors, that>s all. First the assassin in his black cape, twirling 

h~ black cane. Then my lover, smoking that big cigar he always smokes. 
Fznally, my mother. She was wearing her pale blue robe and she was 
barefoot; she cast me a baleful look. My mother said: I came as soon as I 
heard. I want to talk to you about Warren. Warren is a wondeiful man) 
a good provider, a devoted husband) a conscientious father, a well
adjusted human being. Push a good man far enough and you)ll push 
him into another woman)s arms, I always say. Let me tell you about your 
father, what it was like living with him, his foul language, his drinking, 
those idiotic fire drills. Many was the time when your father . . . And 
after an hour or so, but before she)d finished, I fell asleep; I slept 
through. 
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Warren and my lover are on the screened porch playing gin 
rummy. Neither is a natural card player. Warren hates to lose, he is 
a poor loser. My lover is disinclined to win. Unlike Warren, my 
lover always remembers which cards have been played; my lover 
calculates the odds. My lover knows that in order to control the 
game, in order not to win by accident, he must pay close attention 
to realities. 

Warren rightly perceives that my lover's card acumen is greater 
than his own. Therefore, wrongly, Warren believes himselflikely 
to lose. Though conservative by nature, he is now employing 
far-fetched strategies. To save this hand he needs the Jack of 
diamonds, the fourth Jack. No other card can help him. But 
Warren's memory is not dependable. For all he knows, the essential 
Jack may lie buried in the discard pile. 

It is my lover's intention to let Warren defeat him. One would 
think he could accomplish this easily, but the outcome is uncertain. 
Warren, playing rashly against the odds, may yet defeat himself. In 
that event, my lover will have been obliged to win. 

On the morning of our twentieth wedding anniversary, Warren 
and I went first to a luggage shop. We bought the cheapest 
suitcase. Afterward, we drove to where the small towns are, a few 
miles west, stopping at a roadside picnic area. Later we found a 
cheap hotel and took a room. 

When Warren signed the register, the desk clerk didn't blink. 
"You pay in advance, Mr. Doe," the desk clerk said. Warren 
paid-in cash, in dirty singles. The porter took our bag and said, 
"Hey, you got stones in here?" We did. He knew we did. Warren 
tipped him seventy-five cents in dimes and nickels. 

Our room in that cheap hotel was altogether as expected. Its 
walls were tan. Its draperies were mauve. Its draperies were soiled 
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and frayed, unhooked in places. And the windows were stuck, the 
ceiling was cracked, the bedding was sordidly damp, the water in 
the little sink ran cold and orange. There were insect remains in the 
drawer of the nightstand as I'd known there would be. Still, we 
failed. The porter wasn't fooled . There was nobody's eye at the 
keyhole when Warren and I celebrated our twentieth anniversary 
in a somewhat eccentric position. 

My lover is an ex-convict. He was caught stealing. He served a 
three-month prison term for unarmed robbery. Last year, shortly 
before my lover's trial, I surprised him with a handsome pair of 
sharkskin trousers. But my lover refused this gift I'd chosen for 
him. He said it was against his principles. 

The day of my lover's release from prison, he arrived at my house 
in a taxi. He pounded at the door. My lover has always refused to 

ring the doorbell; he despises chimes. When I let him in that day he 
pulled my glasses offmy face and smashed them. He wasn't angry. 
He simply felt like smashing something to prove that he is danger
ous to me. 

My lover has had three wives. They are dead now, all three. 
When my lover weeps for his wives, I put my breast to his mouth 
and call him my baby. This has nothing to do with me, nothing to 
do with me at all. 

If Warren had asked me to sail with them today, I would have 
said no. He didn't ask. My husband went off with my lover as if 
they were friends. I watched from my rock on the beach, ship
wrecking both of them. 

My lover had his baggy suntans rolled up above his ankles, but 
not high enough. When the dinghy was put in the water, my lover's 
pants got splashed. That's good, I thought. And Warren's denim 
shorts split in the crotch when he stepped over the stern. I liked 
that, too. It was my lover who rowed to the mooring. Thinking of 
callus forming on his tender hands, I nearly wept. 

There was, perhaps, some problem with the rigging. It too~ too 
long. The sail went part way up, came down, went u~ ~gal.n. I 
thought: Warren, who is always in control of his boat, WIll JettIson 
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my lover. I thought: my lover, who is a mutineer at heart, will 
mutiny. 

Before they cast off from the mooring, Warren blew a whistle. 
Then both men waved at me. Then I waved back. Then the boat 
dissolved in the outer harbor, and then a small-craft warning flag 
flapped in my ribcage. 

I sat on my rock all afternoon, just staring out. When the boat 
sailed back to the mooring, I wasn't pleased. I had already asked 
myself which one of these men I could live without. I had already 
decided to live without either of them. 

My lover discards the four of spades. It is Warren's turn to play. 
He is about to draw a card from the deck when I say, "Hold it!" I 
want a picture of my husband and my lover playing gin rummy 
together. Kneeling somewhat behind and to the right of Warren's 
chair, I tilt the camera until I see in the viewfinder a blurred image 
of Warren's hand reaching for a card, and an exquisite image of my 
lov~r's face inclined toward my husband's hand. Never has my 
lover's face appeared more beautiful, more subtle, more tormented 
than in this moment of extreme denial. I ache to hold that face in 
my hands and press its embers out. Instead, I click the shutter. 

Blinded by the flash, both turn and blink. They are disgusted 
with me. They want to complete the game. They have something at 
stake. 

The card Warren draws is the fourth Jack, the Jack of diamonds. 
"That's it, that's gin," Warren says, beaming. 

My lover smiles back at my husband, a soldierly smile. "I guess 
that means you keep her," says my lover. He's a good loser. 
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I'm making soup. A hearty vegetable soup. This is the kind of 

soup cookbooks suggest as "a mcal in itself," though of course I 

don't make soup by recipe, but by instinct. John is going to love 

this soup. The chicken broth is simmering and smells delicious 

already, even without the vegetables. I'm assembling the vegetables 

and I'm humming "America the Beautiful," a sure sign that my 

happiness runs deep. Warren and Eric aren't soup fanciers like John 

and me, so I haven't cooked much soup this year, except when 

John's been home from college. Carrots, celery, spinach, cabbage, 

onions, green beans, chick peas, zucchini, tomatoes, mushrooms. 

Gorgeous vegetables! This is Easter week, and both boys are on 

vacation, and they're getting on well with each other. I haven't 

heard them quarrel, not once. Right now they're down in the 

:-V0rkroom, busy with some sort of carpentry project they're keep

mg secret from me. "Don't come down, Mom. We'll call you when 

we're finished, okay?" When is Mother's Day? Months from now, I 

think. I think I'll saute the onions in butter first; more flavor that 

way. And the mushrooms-they're small and tender, I'll saute 

them, too, whole, with a bit of basil, then add them at the end. 

Warren likes mushrooms. The mushrooms will distract him from 

the zucchini, which he claims to hate. Oh beautiful. For spacious 

skies. For amber waves. Of grain. 

This sixteen-quart stock pot suggests the feeding of multitudes, 

reminds me of the Statue of Liberty poem, makes me think also of 

street beggars in Tangiers, in Mexico City. So much in this pot for 

so few, while Ahmed and Carlos are starving. But, as Warren says, 

life is unjust, now get on with it. I'll call Mimi at work and invite 

her for dinner. No I won't. Mimi has her bereavement group on 

Friday nights. I could call Detroit: Hi, Dad. Long time no see or 

hear from. What's cooking with me? Well, as a matter off act ... Or 

I could phone Muncie: Buddie? Oh listen, Buddie boy, I miss you, 

I Worty about you, I know you've been drinking too much, I wish 
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you'd come home. Yes, home. Well, here, to my house. You see, I'm 
making this good vegetable soup, and .. . 

Here's Eric. Still the junior partner, Big John's messenger. John 
says they're almost ready for me. John says I should go directly to 
the backyard and stand by the pear tree; they'll bring the surprise 
through the garage. I start for the kitchen door, but Eric calls me 
back. "You need a jacket. It's cold out." And now Eric has actually 
fetched my jacket (he, of course, isn't wearing one) and is making 
sure I put it on. "Zip up. And please wear the hood." "What about 
mittens?" I offer, but he's all business. "Okay, Mom, you can go 
out now, we'll meet you outside." 

Not only is it cold outside, it's drizzling. Busy with my soup, I 
hadn't noticed. I stand by the pear tree and study the garage door. 
What's the delay? I'm telling this story to Warren, tonight at 
dinner, and I'm saying: There I was, you see, soaked to the skin, 
waiting for the curtain to go up . .. , and Warren is saying to me: 
You're a very good mother. I hope I am. I try to be. Of course I'm 
only human so I make mistakes. I know I worry too much. I know 
my worrying gets on their nerves, complicates their psyches. Lately 
I've been worrying about homosexuality. I worry that Eric, who 
sometimes hitchhikes home from junior high when he misses the 
bus, will be the victim of a homosexual rape because he's so 
good-looking. And all this fall I lay awake nights anguishing for 
poor John. Trapped in a dormitory room with that drug-addicted 
gay roommate they assigned him, might he be contaminated? 
Then, one Sunday morning just before Thanksgiving, John called 
home in glee, and with Warren and Eric on the upstairs extensions, 
and me downstairs, announced that he was having a love affair with 
a girl, his first; he thought we'd all like to know. I tell my sons that 
since my fears for them are never realized, maybe my worrying 
brings them luck, like salt. I tell them, please, for the sake of my 
grandchildren, not to sit so close to the color TV. John and Eric are 
my purple mountain majesties. Also, they're my fruited plains. 

Now, finally, the garage door is opening, and the two of them 
are marching toward me carrying the large wooden object they've 
constructed, and I start to say, automatically, "Oh, that's lovely, 
boys," but I interrupt myself midbreath. It's not. Not lovely. I 
don't know what it is exactly, or what its purpose might be, but I 
don't like the look of it. It's a long (seven feet, I'd guess) thick board 
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with two cross boards attached to it; that's all it is. They prop it 
against the trunk of the pear tree, and Eric holds it in position there 
while John lashes it on with clothesline. If they're offended by my 
stony reaction to these goings-on, they aren't saying so. They're 
paying no attention to me at all. 

John tics a final knot and cuts the line. "You try it," he says to 
Eric, and Eric sidles onto the thing, first setting his heels on the 
lower cross board, which is a kind of footrest, then leaning back and 
draping his arms across the upper, longer crossboard. Thus posi
tioned, Eric sticks out his tongue-my God, what a big tongue he 
has, I've never seen so much tongue-and makes an appalling 
bestial noise, part howl, part retch. Now I'm vocal in my outrage 
-"This is disgusting, stop it, stop it at once!"-but I might as well 
be talking to a movie screen. John says, "Not bad, huh?" Eric says, 
"Yeah, it feels okay, it'll do." Eric hops down and John climbs up, 
bouncing a little on the bottom crossboard-to test its strength, I 
suppose. If I weep, will they notice? Scraping my mind for a 
comforting thought (Boys will be boys is the best I can manage), I 
slouch toward the house, but Eric arrests me by the upper arm. 

"Don't go yet, Mom. We need you." 
"You need your tushies spanked, that's what you need. Besides, 

it's raining." 
Now John, dismounting, to Eric: "What's she saying?" 
"She says it's raining." 
"Tell her she isn't made of sugar, she won't melt." 
If Warren were here, he'd be commanding the boys not to speak 

of their mother as "she." If, if, if. If Warren were here, my sons 
would not now be steering me back to the pear tree, scaling my lips 
with masking tape, lifting me onto that awful contraption, binding 
my ankles together, tying my wrists to the crossboards: oh sec my 
poor hands flutter like lassoed birds, oh hear my heart shatter like a 
crystal goblet speared by a high C. 

John: "What we want you to know is, you worry ... 
(I do, I know I do.) 
" ... about the wrong things. You taught us to be afraid of the 

world .. . 
(Airplane crash, bombing, cancer, drowning, electrocution, fire! 

fire! fire! fire!) 
" .. .instead of teaching us how to live in it." 
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Eric: "You taught us to be afraid of you .. . 
(Of me? Me?) 
" ... when we were little. You used to threaten us. You used to 

say, 'Get into bed before I count to ten, or else!' You used to hit us 
with a stick. You even called it the hitting stick. It was a big stick ... 

(Liar! It was cardboard from a wire hanger, it was a joke, a little 
family joke.) 

" ... and once you sent me to bed without supper. That was 
when I lied about breaking the sugar bowl. If I hadn't been so 
afraid of you, I wouldn't have lied." 

John: "There wasn't enough milk. for me in your breasts. I 
sucked so hard my face turned purple-remember?-and still I 
couldn't fill myself. I was always hungry. My whole self hurt. The 
more I'd suck ... 

(I tried. Drink beer, the doctor said. I drank beer. Get lots of 
sleep, the doctor said. But doctor, the baby keeps crying.) 

" ... the more I'd hurt inside, and then I'd vomit. Then I'd 
scream with more hunger. They you'd offer me a bottle with water 
in it ... 

(The doctor said!) 
" .. . when I needed milk.. You wouldn't feed me milk. in a bottle 

because you liked my sucking you, you liked the way I turned your 
titties on." 

Eric: "You liked John better than you liked me. You were always 
saying . .. " 

John: "You had plenty for Eric. It used to dribble down his chin. 
He'd fall asleep that way, gulping and dribbling. I know because I 
was there, I was sitting on what was left of your lap. I was four. You 
were supposed to be telling me a story but your mind was wander
ing, you kept changing the name of the little boy. There was all that 
milk. in your breasts so I asked for some, and that's when you told 
me I'd already had my turn. 'You've already had your turn,' you 
said to me. That's what you said. And your dress was soaked with 
it. And you never even finished the story." 

Eric: "You were always saying, 'John is older.' You were always 
telling me I'd be able to do what John did when I was as old as 
John. But I never got to be as old as John, not ever. And when I was 
only two years old, you and Dad and John went off somewhere . .. 

(To San Francisco. When Buddie married Selma.) 
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" .. . and left me with a witch. The witch made me sit on the 

toilet. She made me do pieces on the toilet. She told me ifI didn't 

do pieces on the toilet, you'd never come home. You were gone so 

long ... 

(Two weeks. After the wedding we toured the Pacific coast. 

From sea to shining sea-I'd always dreamed of that. Every day 

Warren and I talked about the nurse. How nice she seemed. What 

good references she had.) 

" . .. that when you finally did come back, I didn't love you any 

more. You had a different face." 

John: "And my sex life. You almost ruined it, you know. All that 

talk about the loving embrace. The egg and the sperm and the loving 

embrace. Jack and Jill and the loving embrace. You and Dad and 

the loving embrace. I mean, that makes about as much sense as the 

birds and bees. I mean, maybe that's okay to say to girls, but . .. " 

Eric: "Other mothers wake up early enough to fix their families 

breakfast. Other mothers pick up their kids from school if they're 

so worried about hitching." 

John : "You act as if you're terrifically interested in us, but you 

aren't, really. The things that interest you are our schoolwork and 

OUr moral development and our secret thoughts. You don't care 

about what really matters to us, normal things like cars and 

meteorology and football." 
Eric: "Other mothers don't walk around in their nightgowns. 

Other mothers go bowling with their kids." 

John says, "That's a good idea, bowling. Want to?" 

Eric says, "I don't have the money." 

John says, "I'll pay for you." Then John says to me, "Mom, is it 

okay if I take Eric bowling? Can I borrow the car?" 

Bound hand and foot as I am, gagged as I am . . . 

Look. They're going into the house together. Rain falls on me. 

What a waste of good spring rain. If they mean to torch this wood 

I'm fastened to, it won't catch, it's too damp now. More's the pity. I 

wouldn't mind burning. I'd rather melt, of course, but I can't; I'm 

not made of sugar. On Buddie and Selma's wedding day, rain fell 

on San Francisco. It was an outdoor reception. No tent, just the 

one small canopy. Selma told us it never rains midsummer in San 

Francisco; with raindrops splashing into her champagne glass ~he 
Was still saying it: And rain fell on Buddie and Selma's weddmg 
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cake, all three years of it. No babies, thank God. No babies with 
Yvonne either, which might have made the difference to that 
marriage. 1 really loved Yvonne. Last year, when Buddie and 
Yvonne separated, 1 felt awful; 1 felt I was losing a sister. 1 wish 
Mimi had had a child with Lawrence before he died. Because of the 
color thing, she kept putting it off. Such a lot of pain they've 
known, my poor siblings, Mimi and Buddie. 

"I bet you thought-ha ha-we were going-ha ha ha-to leave 
you hanging here all afternoon." My sons, John and Eric. They're 
helping me down. John is daubing my face with a towel. Eric is 
handing me a mug of coffee. Eric says they'll be back by six at the 
latest. John says he stirred the soup for me and tasted it. "It's not 
bad, but it needs more salt." 

They're gone now. 1 guess I've been reprieved. 1 guess they 
figure they have the rest of their lives to do away with me. So long, 
John and Eric. Have a good time. Drive carefully. 

Oh! Hello, Mother. 
My mother says: 1 know what's on your mind. You're wonder

ing ,why 1 tied your hands to the bars of the crib when you were an 
infant. The answer is simple-<mr pediatrician advised me to. 
Thumb-sucking is a disgusting habit and it causes buck teeth. 
Every time you smile-you have a nice smile, Martha-you ought 
to thank your lucky stars for old Dr. Eisenstadt. And 1 suppose you 
want to know why 1 tore up that pink blanket you were so attached 
to. Well, see it through my eyes. It was filthy. It was unhygienic. I 
destroyed it in front of you because that seemed to be the honest 
way to go about it. I never deceived my children, give me credit for 
that. And the soap-suds enemas, and the soft-boiled eggs, and the 
orthopedic oxfords, and the hot-oil shampoos, and the posture 
exercises, and the recitations-these were also doctor's orders. It 
was not easy raising children in those days. There was the Depres
sion, you know . We made sacrifices for our children. Many was the 
time I went without a new dress so you could have your ballet 
lessons. 

My mother continues: It's true, 1 never liked babies. So? Did my 
mother like babies? Did her mother? Did Eve? What's to like about 
a baby? They cry, they mess, they eat. As my dear mother used to 
say before her mind went bad, if you have them, you do for them. 
For my own three children, 1 did. I could have drowned them in 
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the tub. I didn't. Does that mean I loved them after all? You're a 

fancy lady now, a doctor's wife; you tell me about love. I ask you, 

Manha Steele B1au-what is love? 

My mother speaks these words without irony, as if she thinks I 

really know the answer. I can feel her listening as she's never 

listened before. But I have nothing to offer, no rabbit test for love. 

After a time, my mother turns her back to me. With her back to me, 

she vanishes, making it clear I've failed her again. 

Pretty soon I'll go indoors. I'll change into a warm robe. I'll taste 

the soup; it's bound to be delicious. The only person who appreci

ates soup more than I do is my brother, Buddie. I wish Buddie lived 

closer. I hate to think of my baby brother holed up in Muncie, 

teaching ancient history at a dead-end school, and of Buddie's own 

s~d history, age thiny-seven, already twice divorced, drinking 

hImself to sleep more nights than not, and the three fierce dogs 

who share his bed with him, and the wind hissing through cracks in 

. his cabin, and the diny river rising. If Buddie doesn't come East 

this summer, I think I'll take a trip to Muncie. We'll have a different 

soup each night-chicken with knadels, cabbage and tomato, beet 

borscht, split pea, fish chowder, lima bean and barley, vichyssoise. 

Warren won't make difficulties about my going. The only real 

problem will be those dogs. 
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TWELVE: A Sandwich Is a Sandwich 

What a surprise-a bologna in my bag of groceries. A bagger's 
mistake, I imagine---or an act of God? We no longer allow bologna 
in this house. Warren disapproves of it because of the nitrates, and I 
gag at the thought of it because of him, because it reminds me of 
him, because he's always in the back of my mind, and that's close 
enough. 

He'd worn himself out fighting with her. All that morning 
they'd been going at it: the fire-breathing dragon versus the wicked 
witch. It seemed to him he'd taken her down a notch or two; it also 
seemed to him that they were not on speaking terms. It was, 
however, his lunchtime. No one had ever taught him how to 
prepare his own lunch. He decided to make the conciliatory 
gesture, to speak first. He said, ''What's for lunch?" She said, "Fuck 
you." He told her she'd better watch her language or she'd never 
get another ruby from him, not ever, not even the ghost of a ruby. 
"No ruby, no lunch," she said. He handed her a ruby, a small 
imperfect stone. She made a face. He handed her another ruby, a 
much finer gem. She examined the second ruby through her 
monocle; she appeared to be satisfied. Slipping the ruby into her 
cleavage, she blew a little kiss toward her bosom, as was her 
custom. 

"What's for lunch? What's-for-lunch?" 
She toasted two slices of bread, worked over the bologna with a 

sharp knife, applied a thin layer of mayonnaise to the toast, added a 
slice of American cheese, topped off the sandwich with the second 
slice of toast, cut the sandwich in half diagonally. She served him 
his sandwich in their dining room on a white china plate precisely 
centered on a white lace doily. She brought him tomato juice in a 
crystal tumbler. He took his own napkin out of his jacket pocket 
and draped it across his knees. 
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He bit into the sandwich. Good, very good. He took a sip of the 

tomato juice. Also good. "What's for dinner?" he said. "What's for 

dinner, what's for dinner, what's for dinner?" She pretended to have 

left the room. He reached into his pants and removed still another 

ruby from his crotchsack. He rolled this ruby between his thumb and 

forefinger. "What's for dinner?" "Haddock and mashed potatoes," 

she said. 

He was not so quick at accounting as he'd used to be, but he still 

had a keen sense of inflow and outflow. At this rate, he thought, I will 

soon run out of rubies. 

Needing advice, he phoned his advisor. To his advisor, he said, 

"Something has to be done." His advisor said, "I agree with you two 

hundred percent." They arranged a secret meeting. Together they 

made a long list of his options. Then they crossed off the undesirable 

options. Among the undesirable options were Peace Corps and 

Suicide and World Cruise. His advisor seemed satisfied that they were 

making progress. He, on the other hand, shrewdly observed that his 

advisor had gotten old and feeble. His advisor, he thought, had 

always been a fool; now he was an old fool. Taking his advisor's hand 

in his, he said, "Thanks for the good advice. Thanks a million." 

Later he studied the list of options. Only one item had not been 

crossed off. It was last on the list. It consisted of a name and a 

telephone number. It was my name, my telephone number. 

He phoned me to say he was coming. A little visit, he called it; an 

Overdue reunion. He hadn't seen me for a long time. He missed me. 

I'd always been his favorite . Also, he remembered liking my hus

band, the doctor, and our two little boys. He was ashamed of himself 

for not having paid us a visit sooner. He said, "I wish I could come 

tomorrow but 1 can't, I'm too busy. I'll come next week." He said, 

"It'll have to be a short visit. I'm a very busy man, you know." 

I met his plane. How glad he was to see me. "Mimi dear," he 

said to me, "you're looking wonderful." "I'm Martha," I said. 

"Right you are," he said, and then he said, "What's in a name?" 

A very busy man, yes, just as he described himself, just as 1 

remembered him being. We had to find his baggage. He had to find 

his baggage checks. We went around in circles. His baggage also 

went around in circles until-Io!-{)ut of a clear blue sky we found a 
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sky hop. Finally, he and I and all his baggage were settled inside the 
wagon, heading home. What a shock it was for him to see me 
driving; he insisted on being shown my license. When we pulled up 
to my house, he said, "We had a few close calls back there, but we 
made it, we made it." 

I tried to make him comfortable in the spare room. I said, "It's a 
small room, you're used to bigger rooms." He told me the room 
was fine, he'd never been fussy about rooms. He asked to see my 
room. He said, "Your room is the better room but I don't blame 
you. People have to look out for themselves." 

The bologna sandwiches I served him at the kitchen table 
were not of the quality he'd become accustomed to. Mine were 
ordinary sandwiches, hardly to be compared with her sand
wiches. Still, he was grateful for what he was getting here. He 
understood I was doing the best I could. Sometimes he told 
me my best was a lot better than he'd ever expected from me. 
Sometimes he said, "A sandwich is a sandwich." 

She was on his mind continually. Whenever our telephone 
rang, he'd say, "That bitch, I'll fix her." After he'd been with us 
for a month or so, a large envelope arrived from Detroit. Inside 
was his accumulated mail: bills and advertisements, advertise
ments and bills. His fingers spent a long time inside the empty 
envelope, feeling around for the letter he was absolutely sure she'd 
written him. This letter said: Come home, my dear. I can't go on 
without you. He'd already planned his letter of reply. In it he 
would tell the bitch to screw herself. 

At his request I bought him a private supply of raisins. For each 
service I performed, he handed me a raisin. "Raisins are sweet, 
just like you are," he said, grinning his best grin. "Raisins are 
dried up and not worth beans," I said, to which he said, with a 
rwinkle, "You've got a good point there." 

There were always raisins on my kitchen floor. They looked 
like mouse droppings. Sometimes I thought they really were 
mouse droppings; then I set traps. With so many raisins 
underfoot, I often found myself skidding across the linoleum. 
He never skidded. I couldn't figure out why not. 

He sat at my kitchen table facing the wall clock. "It's ten," he 
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said. Fifteen minutes later he said, "It's ten-fifteen. " At ten-thirty I 
suggested he go for a walle He said it was raining. He was correct. 
It was raining, it had been raining for days. I suggested he go for a 
walk in the rain . He stepped outside to see for himself. When he 
came back indoors he was triumphant. The rain was wet, he told 
me, just as he'd known it would be. 

"What day is it?" he asked me. I said, "It's Thursday." How 
surprised and pleased he was to discover it was Thursday. "I arrived 
on Sunday," he said. "I've been here four whole days." I tried to 
explain that he'd arrived on another Sunday a long time ago. He'd 
have no part of it. Sunday was Sunday, and I was a horse's arse to 
contradict him. It was then I told him he would have to go. I gave 
him one week's notice . 

. "A man of my position should not be in a position like this," he 
said. "Consider my position," I said. He considered my position; 
tears rushed to his eyes. "It's a hard world," he said. "Everybody 
has troubles." With his hands in his pants and his head bowed, he 
meditated quietly on the hardness of the world. Then he phoned 
his advisor. 

Shocking news! His advisor died months ago. How would he 
manage without his advisor? His advisor was a wonderful person, 
one in a million. But never mind, he would find himself a new 
advisor. "You will be my advisor from now on," he said. 

I accepted the raisin he handed me. I agreed with him that 
something had to be done. Together we made a long list of his 
options. Then we crossed off the undesirable options. Among the 
options I crossed off were Peace Corps and World Cruise. He 
crossed off Suicide. 

All that week he studied the list of options. Only one item had 
not been crossed off. It was last on the list. It consisted of a name 
and a telephone number: 

Miss Pound's Manor, 835-5101 . 
Miss Pound of Miss Pound's Manor was glad to be able to serve 

us. A special car would be sent for him at once. She personally 
~ould escort him to his quarters and stay with him until he settled 
In. 

I waited by the \\lindow. I saw the car pull up. I saw the driver 
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slouching against the left front fender, chewing gum. I saw Miss 
Pound striding up our walk, impressive in her navy blue, gold
braided uniform. I was the one who opened the door for her, but I 
stood silent. He welcomed her. He ran to the foyer and spoke a 
friendly greeting: Bowwow, bowwow. When she bent to slip the 
leather collar around his neck, his tail went crazy. Likewise, when 
she attached the chain. 

I decided to make one last symbolic gesture : Good-bye, God
bless. I approached him with my hand extended, a chunk of 
bologna on my open palm. He bit me, of course; I cried out; Miss 
Pound said tch tch. Then she reached into his mouth, removed his 
dentures, smiled in my direction. 

"These are for you," she said. 
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It's February. I'm in the depths again. Night after sleepless night, 
tossing and turning in the dark effervescence of my inner life, I beg 
my mother to advise me: What shall I do, what do with myself? But 
my mother's standard answer is a tralala of what-you-wills. Take a 
trip? Take a course? Take another job? Throw a little party? Lose a 
little weight? Give blood? 

I weep into my pillow and blame my mother for continuing to 
fail me. My mother is a cold person! Mother, I say, you gravely 
underestimate my angst. Marty, she says (lately she's been calling 
me Marty), where angst is concerned you're still in kindergarten. 
To this I say: You mean, what have I got to cry about? That's right, 
she says without a blink. What do you have to cry about? 

This winter has been an awful time for me. My incurable head 
cold is the least part of it. More to the point, I'm lonely. I've asked 
Warren to love me to capacity and he has, I think, and still I'm 
lonely. 

My mother recapitulates. Take a trip? Take a course? Take 
another job? ThlOW a little party? Lose a little ... 

Actually I would like to lose some weight. I envision myself 
twenty pounds lighter, looking and feeling that many years youn
ge~; also freer, sexier. I imagine standing outside the Deluxe 
TaIloring Shop, both arms extended, a pile of winter garments 
draped across. At the same time, I have a sense of carrying an inert 
~dy, probably the body of a young woman, a virgin, not a dead 
Vlrgm or even a sick one but assuredly unconscious, though I can 
no more account for her unconsciousness than for the fact that I'm 
carrying her. 

Open the door, my mother says. Open the door, Marty. 
Burdened as I am, my immediate problem is how ro open the 

De1uxe Tailoring door. I bend my knees. The fingertips of my right 
hand make contact with the door handle, but there's something 
laCking in this operation. Leverage, probably. I'm thinking about 
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leverage, and about levitation and levity and Leviticus which 
follows Exodus, when my mother-no!-when the tailor, having 
seen my reflection on the angled mirror beside his sewing machine 
in the back workroom, responds to my predicament by opening 
the door for me. 

I take-a da body, he says, and lifts the clothes from my arms and 
lays them flat across the counter with a carefulness I know to be 
characteristic of him. I've been a Deluxe Tailoring customer for 
twenty-three years, for as long as I've been married. 

My mother says: Say thank you, Marty. 
I don't say it but I express it in my smiling eyes. My friendship 

with the tailor is more visual than lingual. When we do converse, 
it's in broken English. He's foreign born, I think. His roots, I 
think, are in the Mediterranean basin. That fragrance on his breath 
is olive oil. 

Tonight the tailor is impressed by the new shape I'm in. I feel his 
appreciation as he measures me, and I'm excited by the length of 
time it takes him to establish a hemline. It's at this point that I tell 
my . mother to be silent. I know he isn't looking up my 
legs. I also know he's making a real effort not to look. I'm aware 
of his breathing. 

I'm also aware of Warren's breathing. Snoring, really. A 
Bessemer furnace at my right elbow, to be precise. Since I can't 
ignore it, I try to incorporate the rhythm of it, counting one-and, 
two-and, three-and,four-and. I'm a shepherdess. My name is Maida. 
I'm surrounded by lambs. The Tyrol is every bit as beautiful as it's 
reputed to be. Lofty encircling mountains, a riot of wildflowers, 
long shadows probing the valley, long ribbons of wind, the song of 
the wind, the howl of the wolf-oh dear God, the wolf, the wolf, 
the WOLF! my broken lambs! blood everywhere! my shattered 
heart again! Warren? Warren? But Warren is thrashing and 
moaning. He's shooting at Nazis in Belgium. He's having his 
nightmare. 

The tailor indicates to me that he'll be glad to take in the seams of 
my skirts, pants, and dresses, but I'll have to wait. Okay, I'm in no 
hurry, any time will suit me. Next week? Week after next? But what 
the tailor means is that I'll have to wait right now, right here, 
tonight. That suits me even better. I'm at loose ends until sunup, 
hours from now. 
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The tailor reminds me of the long time I've been coming to him. 
He reminds me of the time I came to him with a baby's snowsuit 
jacket which, in a mock of all my early training, I'd hung over a 
~ight fIxture on the pantry wall and forgotten about until I smelled 
It burning. When I told the tailor how I'd nearly burned my house 
down, he grinned and shook his head and said Naah. Then, after 
he'd repaired the damaged shoulder, he challenged me to fInd the 
patch. I remember how he chuckled while I searched and searched 
for it, blinking my eyes in fake perplexity. Oh, and my brown wool 
slacks with the worn-through knees, what a miracle he performed 
on them, what redemptive weaving. In those days Warren and I 
were poor by our present standards, though perhaps by the tailor's 
standards we were wealthy even then. Not that the tailor ever gave 
?"Ie cause to pity him. When I'd pay him for his work, he'd reach 
mto his pants pocket and pull out an accordion of folded bills from 
which he'd separate my change. To the thousands of near-naked 
Third World refugees who at this very moment are queueing up 
outside the Deluxe Tailoring Shop, the tailor and I must appear 
equally privileged, imperially rich. We exchange guilt-stricken 
glances, the tailor and I. It's my mother who bolts the door and 
lowers the cracked green shade. 

Now the tailor stands before me with his hands on his hips: You 
Owe me something. Has he been undercharging me? I stand before 
the tailor with my hands in the giving position: Tell me how much 
and I'll gladly pay you. The tailor raises his hands to his throat: 
What you owe has nothing to do with money. I clap my hands over 
my ears: Don't talk to me about your goddamned cancer. 

Very nearly awake now, Warren moves toward me, trying to fit 
?is body close against mine. In this I encourage him. Almost 
lIlUnediately we become involved in sexual intercourse, following 
which Warren says he loves me, then falls back to sleep. My mother 
says: You see, you see what I mean? I don't at all see what she 
means, but neither am I in the mood for one of her lectures. 

My mother's sister Dolly married an alcoholic, a moral weakling 
~ho,. in his sixty-odd years on earth, accomplished so little that at 
hl~ funeral service there was oniy the reading of psalms, no eulogy. 
Still, in the last year of his life, on days when Dolly was out 
Working, my uncle Abe sat at home teaching a parakeet to speak a 
single sente~ce . For Dolly's sixtieth birthday, Abe lifted the dish 
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towel from the cage and the parakeet delivered: I love you Dolly 
dear, I love you Dolly dear, I love you Dolly dear. . . Here now is 
Aunt Dolly, feeble and blind, living alone in Ariwna, testifying to 
the old bitterness. What Dolly says is: Thirty-nine years it took him, 
and then he had to use a bird. What she means is: You see, you see 
why I stayed with him? It was only a few weeks after the presentation 
of the bird that Abe, drunk and in a borrowed car, drove over the 
embankment and into the reservoir, his final accident. 

Dolly's had a hard life, my mother says. I tell my mother about the 
Chinese cookie fortune rve received not once but several times: He 
loves you as much as he can but he cannot love you very much. Poor Dolly 
never knew a moment's happiness with Abe, my mother says. What I 
want my mother to acknowledge is the paradoxical warp of my 
experience, this Mobius curve of love and loneliness, but it's her 
own heart my mother's listening to, not mine. Did I know that Dolly 
had four miscarriages and nearly bled to death from number three? 
Did she ever tell me how U nde Alfie offered three thousand dollars 
cash to Abe if he'd disappear from Dolly's life, and how Abe refused 
bur took three hundred of it, his price for keeping the offer secret 
from Dolly? Did I know that my own father (he was a better man 
than Abe, which isn't saying much) once forced himself on her, my 
mother, and Buddie is the living proof of that? Did I realize? Do I 
remember? Have I ever given thought to? I tell my mother that I 
often dwell on her life, the sorrows of it. I remind her of her fine 
grandsons, John and Eric, who cherish her memory. I tell her that 
John already has a sweetheart, a lovely girl, and that they plan to 
marry when she finishes college. So saying, I bury my hands in hair, 
my daughter-in-law's long blond hair, and I'm braiding it, securing 
it with a ribbon, and the completed plait against her naked back 
speaks to me of a strange, cruel civilization. And at the same time I'm 
walking in a forest, feeling my way from tree to tree in search of the 
one mossy resting place on which I'll fling myself, then sleep and 
sleep. But what about the bird-here my mother echoes: What 
about the bird?-in the upper branches, squawking its little lungs 
out, swearing it loves me? 

The tailor's doctors have been candid with him. Since he refuses 
surgery, six months is likely, a year is optimistic. Already he has 
begun to lose weight, even as I have. Oh, but I assure the tailor I'm 
not ill, only narcissistic. The tailor's eyes fill with tears. Till now he 
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had thought to return as an old man to the country of his birth. 

Then go, I urge him, go at once while there is some time left. But I 

have underestimated the tailor's pain. There is no time left; he is 

about to do away with himself. Tonight. Here. With a pistol. I 

point to the garments he's promised to alter for me, thus hinting at 

the tailor's obligation to see things through. A feeble argument, not 

worth a pin. The tailor shoves the gun into his mouth and pulls the 

trigger. 
While I'm grieving for the dead tailor, my mother makes an 

unprecedented gesture toward me. She seats me on her lap, holds 

me close against her bosom, and kisses me repeatedly, first on the 

cheek and then, more seriously, on the ear and the throat. I tell my 

mother that what she's doing feels very good to me, feels wonder

ful, but I'd like her to stop, please, because I'm not a lesbian. I'm 

your mother) she says, indignant, shaming me again; I deserve to be 

punished. With a sponge, I wipe up what's left of the tailor's face, 

putting a dime on one of his eyes and a quarter on the other, since 

I'm out of pennies. 
And here I am as I began, burdened with my winter clothing, the 

same old woolens I've been perspiring into for more years than I 

can count on my fingers and my toes. And here's February dealing 

Us another morning from her diminishing deck. And here's War

ren's durable body beside me, but not for long, because when the 

alarm clock crows, Warren crows back to it; he knows what a day is 

for. What is it I want, what is it I'm waiting for? Not for spring, 

surely. I dislike spring and all its noisy implications : birds, et cetera. 

Then get a cat, get a dog, get a goldfish, my mother says. Not I. I'll 

PUt my one remaining wish on the grandchild, that it be born 

perfect in all its parts, that I be permitted to bathe and diaper it, to 

hold it, to sing to it. Impossible to do this with my arms full of the 

unconscious virgin, so I set about burying her. In the forest, 

probably. But for two reasons it's not a proper burial-first, 

~c~use, as my mother keeps reminding me, the virgin is not 

cIil11cally dead; second, because the ground is stiff and refuses the 

spade. So all I do is build a cocoon of twigs and leaves around the 

vi~gin, leaving the future open for whatever dwarves or wolves or 

pnnces pass this way. 
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Warren never leaves for work in the morning without kissing me 
good-bye. Six-thirty is his departure time, or seven at the latest. 
Ordinarily, I'm asleep at that hour; sometimes I'm just falling 
asleep. So, while I'm subliminally aware of Warren's seasoned
with-aftershave kisses, I don't respond except with a faint 
mmmmm. Unfeeling Martha. Mean-mouthed Martha. When I 
think about Warren, with his bad back, leaning over the bed to kiss 
me, getting nothing in return, I feel sorry for him; also, put-upon. 
Don't keep it up for my sake, I've told him, but he tells me it's not 
for my sake, or not mainly. He says that for a very smart woman I 
have a funny way of misconstruing the simplest things in life. 
Which is probably so. 

This morning, though, Warren kisses me assertively, making 
sure I'm fully conscious. He knows that Eric's summer program 
ends today, and that the forty mile drive to Crawford is a lot for me 
to cope with. He wants me to rehearse the route with him. He 
assures me that if! leave the house at nine, right after the rush hour, 
I'll reach Crawford by ten. I'm grateful for Warren's concern. This 
morning, for the first time in years probably, I stand at the front 
door waving him off to work, hoping the neighbors notice. 

It's a very hot day. I wear my long-sleeved, blue-and-white-striped 
dress, thinking the sleeves will absorb perspiration while the stripes 
act as ventilators. Crazy thinking, I realize when I'm out on the 
highway, wishing myself into a sundress. Out on the highway I'm 
as sane as anybody. I even change lanes every few miles. It's true 
that I stop at three gas stations along the way, but this is a reasonable 
accommodation to my insecurity. Am I on the road to Crawford? 
Oh good, thanks a lot! 

I'm parked in front of Eric's dorm at ten of ten, giving myself 
high marks for building recognition. Eric's not outside waiting for 
me as he promised, but of course I'm early . "You're early," is what 
he says to me when I locate him in the commons room. He's sitting 
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on a sofa with a skinny blond girl whom he introduces as Amy from 

Illinois. "Hi, Amy from Illinois," I say, expecting to be smiled at. 

The playful tone I take with teenagers is usually well received; 

Eric's friends in the neighborhood, and John's too, have often told 

me I'm one of the better mothers, odd but entertaining. But this 

Amy squints meanly at me and makes a noise I'd interpret as a 

cough if I didn't know it was a greeting. "And hi, Eric from 

Massachusetts. Stand up, sweetie, and let me hug you." He does. "I 

have a bad cold," he says. "I'm feeling awful." 

Eric and Amy have been crying together, that's clear. What's not 

clear is why, in all those calls home, Eric never told us about a girl, 

but only how the food sucked, how he'd made no friends, how the 

place was full of snobs, and how crazy that social psychology 

teacher was, a guy in his thirties wearing one gold earring and 

talking shit about immortality and organic perfection. While Eric 

loads his belongings into the back of the wagon, I'm thinking 

again, again, how baffling he is, it is, all of life is, family relation

ships, random relationships, the complexities of being and caring. 

That old camp trunk must weigh seventy-five pounds and he's 

carrying it alone, refusing help from the several boys who've 

gathered on the lawn to see him off. "So long, kid." "I'll come visit 

you, Ricky." "Hey, Ricky, you remember to write now." Ricky? 

That's what they call him here? Does he like being called that? 

Questions, questions. Most of my questions will rot on the vine 

today, since Eric's train leaves at seven-eighteen and we'll be busy 

between now and then. To be a busboy at Dewey'S Spa, even 

though it's just for the last weeks of the season, he needs a special 

uniform, so we have to shop for clothes. And we have to unpack his 

trunk and wash the things he's taking with him and then pack him 

up again. If there's time, I'd like him to visit my father. 

"I'll drive," he says. I say okay. He doesn't have his license yet, 

only his learner's permit, but he's close to having his license. He'd 

be taking the test tomorrow ifhe hadn't said yes to this busboy job 

when his best friend Seth called Monday night about a sudden 

opening. It never occurred to Eric to say no to the job. But 

T.uesday, yesterday, he woke up with a bad sore throat, and .today 

hiS nose is blocked and he can hardly breathe, he says. He paniCS, he 

says, when his nqse blocks up this way. It's a claustrophobic 

feeling. It reminds him of the way he used to feel in motel 
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swimming pools when he was very young, when Warren first tried, 
and failed, to teach him how to swim. I ask him if he realizes how 
often he gets colds when he's under pressure. Oh yes, he realizes. 
He's been discussing stuff like that with his social psychology 
teacher. 

I, too, am having trouble breathing. Maybe it's sympathetic. 
More likely it's the heat. It could be my tension over Eric's driving 
and my struggle not to let him feel it, since he isn't doing anything 
wrong, exactly. I think he cuts too close when he passes, but I'm 
not certain; I don't trust my judgment in these matters. When John 
and Eric were small, when they were first adventuring, wanting to 
climb high rocks or ride their bikes to other towns, I was similarly 
unsure. Don't do it, I'd say. I don't know if it's safe, I'd say. Wait 
until we can consult Dad, I'd say. Then I'd have them come indoors 
and we'd bake brownies. Duncan Hines was our favorite brownie 
miX. 

Eric drives with both hands on the wheel, though, and with his 
eyes glued to the road. His face is a smoothed-out version of 
Wal't"en'~leaner, handsomer. Even with that redness around his 
nostrils, even with the sweat matting his hair and streaking his 
cheeks and neck, still he's terrific-looking, always reminding people 
of this or that movie star. He'll get good tips on his job, if only he 
smiles. Today he seems melancholy, I think, and then I remember 
that girl Amy-did he ever say good-bye to her?-and I ask him if 
Amy is someone he feels close to. "No," he says. Then he says, 
"Well, sort of." 

It's eleven-thirty when we arrive at the clothing store. By noon 
we've made our choices: two pairs of black pants, two white shirts, 
three pairs of black socks, and a black clip-on bow tie. Eric doesn't, 
as I didn't expect him to, say thank you. Heading home, we talk 
about the pair of pants that needs shortening, hoping the tailor will 
do us a favor this afternoon. If not, I'll turn up a cuff. Eric groans at 
that, but I let it pass. I'm the one who taught them to joke about my 
all-thumbs sewing, my one-pan dinners. But in fact, though I'm 
not talented with a needle and thread, I do the best I can, which is 
often not bad. And I'm a pretty good cook-better, certainly, than 
my mother-in-law, even though Warren and John and Eric speak 
of Nan a's cooking as if it were a great improvement over home fare. 
"Nana would love a call from you this afternoon," I tell Eric. 
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Our neighbors, the Mayer children (Adam and Dennis, I never 

remember which is which), are playing whiffie ball in the driveway 

as we arrive. They, and their dog Waggy, mob Eric as he steps out 

of the car. "Eric! Eric! Eric!" and the chorus of ruff-ruffs. The 

bigger one needs help with a model he's working on, the little one 

needs his bicycle chain fIxed, and would Eric pitch to them, or 

would he maybe teach them some judo holds? I start to unload the 

wagon. 
My system, which I carefully detail to Eric, is this: the living 

room for unpacking, the dining room for repacking, and the front 

hall for dirty laundry. It's an efficient system which, as Eric will 

SOOn see, supports my premise that time organized is time saved. 

"Eric? Eric?" I've been talking to walls; he's upstairs now; I hear the 

stereo. "Eric!" I insist, and he appears at the top of the stairway, a 

Vicks inhalator in his hand, a pre-adolescent expression on his face. 

:'Come down, please." As he does, I open my arms and gather him 

ill. My kiss lands somewhere behind his ear. "Welcome home, 

sweet son." 
With his help, I transfer a few items from the trunk to the 

suitcase. I put a white wash, underwear mostly, into the machine 

with bleach. Twice I call the tailor; twice no answer. The mail 

arrives: a journal for Warren, a few store circulars, the Master 

Charge bill, a complimentary copy of Decade for me, and a postcard 

from John which I hand to Eric who reads it aloud. "Glacier's nice 

but less impressive than previous stops. We go to Canada tomor

row and will probably be at the West Coast by next week. Say hi to 

Aunt Mimi, etc. Love, John." On his way to the phone to call 

Mimi, whom he adores, Eric hands me the postcard. I'm impressed 

by the scenic view: Mt. Clements Tunnel on Going-to-the-Sun 

Highway, Glacier Natumal Park, Montana. Tunnels terrifY me. I 

think of them as hopeless birth canals : no exit. My sons are lucky 

~ot to have had this fear passed on to them. It would make them 

Impotent, I think. 
I transfer the white load into the dryer and put a dark one into 

the washer. It occurs to me now that it's past lunchtime, so I'm 

mixing a tuna salad when Eric comes to the kitchen to report on his 

conversation with Mimi. Mimi will stay late at work today and then 

pick up Warren from the hospital, at which time I'll be taking Eric 

to the railroad station. Warren's Saab will be at the garage over-
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night for repairs. I know about this plan, of course, having de
signed it yesterday. Does Eric want lettuce in his tuna salad 
sandwich? Eric informs me he's not having any lunch, he's not 
hungry, he's much too sick to eat. My response to his response 
shocks me. All at once I'm aroused, hysterical. I can't tell if I'm 
imitating my maternal self or actuaUy feeling as distraught as I let 
myself sound. "Listen, Eric, this is no good, you're doing a 
number, don't tell me you're not hungry, you're always hungry, 
and if you don't want the job at Dewey'S you'd better call Seth this 
minute and tell him you're not coming and take the consequences 
of your decision and that'll be that." And now I pretend to slap 
him-do, in fact, slap him, though not with force-on the upper 
arm, saying: "Bad, bad, bad, bad, bad." Oddly, this violence creates 
a sudden wave of good feeling between us. While I put the tuna 
into the refrigerator (I'm not hungry either) and wipe up the 
counter, Eric begins to tell me everything. He had a private rebirth
ing session with his social psychology teacher. He flunked one 
math test and aced another. Amy from Illinois broke up with her 
boyfriend at the dance last night. Some guys in his dorm had a 
party with booze and he got bombed out of his mind. When he 
asked Seth to try to get him this job at Dewey'S, he never really 
thought it was possible. He wishes he didn't have to go, but he 
can't cop out on Seth. 

Trust. Affection. Sharing. These aren't dependably present in 
any human relationship, but when they are present, as they seem to 
be now, they supersede everything; in ten minutes a thousand 
hours of confusion are flushed away. Eric says, "We had to keep a 
journal for social psychology. You can read mine if you want to." 
Of course I want to. "But don't read the last page, okay?" I tell Eric 
my willpower is not so great as he seems to think it is, and if he 
doesn't want me to read the last page he'd better tear it out. He 
brings me the spiral notebook. "It's okay to read it all," he says. 
"But remember, some of it's lies, stuff I had to say to pass the 
course." Then he says, "What are we going to do about my pants?" 

I'd forgotten. Again I caB the tailor and get no answer. We'll 
drive over, I say, on the chance that he's there. We need to cash a 
check anyhow. Maybe we'll get ice cream cones. Eric reminds me 
he's not hungry. I've got the car keys in my hand, but Eric's not 
ready. He's studying the Mrican wood carving that hangs in our 
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front hall. "That's nice," he says. "Is it new?" I tell him I bought it 

before I was married. "Where did you used to keep it?" he wonders. 

"It's always been right here." "Oh," he says. Then he goes upstairs 

for an antihistamine capsule. I think he overmedicates himself This 

worries me. 

There's a sign on the door of the tailor shop: CLOSED 

WEDNESDAYS. Oh, yes. But the bank is open, so I don't have to 

cope with the market to get my check cashed. I insist that Eric take 

some money, a ten and five singles, now, so I won't have to think 

about it later. No, Eric, there isn't time to stop off at the bowling 

alley. It's almost three. 

The first thing I do when we get home is put the dark wash into 

the dryer. Then Eric gets into his too-long pants and stands on a 

dining room chair while I sit beside him with the pin cushion on 

my lap, feeling professional, but not having any idea, really, where 

t~ put the pins. It's this tableau (if anyone were watching) that's 

dIsturbed by a great crash, the sound of glass shattering, followed 

by shrieks. I rush outside and see the Mayer boys, the smaller one in 

the lead, both bellowing, racing up the walk of the Stillman house, 

which is next door to theirs and just across the street from ours. 

Now I'm in motion, too, shouting, "What's happened? What's 

happened?" The smaller one has his right hand extended; he's 

dripping fat dollops of blood; now his blood is splashing onto the 

white marble floor in the Stillman's front hall. The older Mayer boy 

is calling for Mrs. Stillman, Alma, the mother-substitute. My 

hopes, too, are pinned to Alma Stillman, whom I hardly know. 

She's British and probably competent. I think she's a nurse. I pray 

she is. "The bathroom!" I cry, pulling the little Mayer boy along 

with me. 

There's a wide gash across his wrist and several smaller wounds 

on his palm. It's hard to judge how deep they are because of the 

heavy bleeding. Heavy, but not spurting, I think. Spurting means 

cut artery, means possible death. Still, this bleeding must be 

Stopped, I'm sure of it, but I can't at the moment remember how 

one goes about stopping bleeding. The words pressure and tourni

quet leap into my mind. I squeeze the boy's wrist as hard as I can-I 

have unusually weak hands-and hope this will count as pressure. 

The child is sobbing. I make close body contact with him, .this 

wounded kid whose name I'm unsure of, and I speak what I belIeve 
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to be comforting words into his curly hair. "Poor Dennis, poor 
Adam, poor baby, poor pussycat, poor sweetie-pie, it's okay, it's 
okay." He wants his mother. I have no idea where his mother is. 
"Murnmy'll come soon," I lie, wondering where in hell Alma 
Stillman is-and suddenly, hallelujah, here she is. "Alma," 1 say, 
"take a look atthis hand." But Alma says, "I'm sorry, Martha, I don't 
think I can." Shit! She can't stand the sight of blood. The nurse is 
somebody else, somebody who used to live in this house. 

"Alma, you'd better call the police." 
"What would you have me tell them?" 
"Tell them to come." 
Eric is here, of course, shoeless, the black trousers rolled up to his 

thighs. "Eric," I say, "you're strong, you squeeze his wrist," forget
ting that he, too, is phobic about blood. Poor Eric declines and 
maintains a sideways position at the bathroom door, stiff as a palace 
guard. He reminds me that he had biology last year, that he did a 
report on the circulatory system. I also took high school biology, and 
in the seventh grade there was that special course in first aid. 
Nin~teen-forty-four, it was. Something to do with the war. And 
now a rule flashes across my frontal lobe : Affix the tourniquet between 
the source of bleeding and the heart. Where would that be in this 
particular instance? Where is the heart? 

"Eric, where is the heart?" 
He does a quick about-face, one hand over his eyes, the other 

pointing to his chest. 
"Eric, get some rags. And get a pencil." 
Someone tosses me a face cloth, which enrages me. "Rags!" 1 

demand, and Eric runs across the street to our house, returning in 
what seems like no time at all with long strips of sheeting. I wrap up 
the child's forearm as neatly as 1 can, trying also to maintain pressure 
on his wrist. "Please, somebody, give me a hand," 1 wail, and it's the 
older Mayer boy who responds. His face is ashen and he's vibrating 
like a banjo string and he has even less muscle than 1 do, but 1 let him 
pull on the rag anyhow so he'll get a sense of having helped his little 
brother. It does actually seem as if the bleeding has been checked, but 
who can tell under all that swaddling? 

Eric, at the threshold: "I just remembered. You're supposed to 
keep his hand up in the air. And you're supposed to lay him flat 
because he's lost blood." 
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"Good thinking," I say, wishing it had been mine. Encouraged, 
Eric scoops the child away from my bosom and into his own strong 
arms, holding him securely at a near-perfect horizontal. "Keep your 
hand up, Adam," Eric says, and the child-Adam-obeys in silence; 
when did he stop crying? And now Eric is carrying Adam down the 
walk and conveying him into the arms of a policeman. And now the 
other policeman, the driver, is saying to me, "You the one who's 
coming to the hospital with him?"-and I hear myself thinking: Of 
course not, I have to shorten Eric's pants .. . , even as I hear myself 
saying, "Yes, I'm the one, I'm coming." And I'm just about to get in 
with them when there appears before us the figure of a man running, 
a figure so graceful and so appropriate that I question whether I'm 
really having this experience, or ifI'm dreaming it, or if, perhaps, it's 
a movie. The runner is Nick Mayer, Dennis and Adam's father, who, 
it seems to me, enters the police car without breaking his stride, just 
as the car itself seems to pull away in the same uninterrupted wash of 
motion. 

Alma Stillman is saying: "I'm terribly sorry I couldn't be of more 
assistance, Martha, but, you see, I had Rosalie in the tub upstairs . . . " 

Dennis Mayer is saying, "Doesn't a person know not to run 
through a glass door? Even if somebody was chasing you, wouldn't 
you know not to do a thing like that? Even if the person who was 
chasing you was mad because you squirted model glue on his 
arm .. . " 

I'm saying: "I didn't tie it tight enough. The thing is, all the time I 
was trying to get it tight to stop the bleeding, I was also worrying 
about cutting off the circulation. Isn't that crazy? I was actually 
thinking that stopping the bleeding and cutting ofr the circulation 
were two different things." 

Eric is saying: "What is it about the sight of blood that makes me 
so dizzy? I don't understand it. Maybe I could get shots for it, like for 
an allergy." 

Dennis is saying: "What happened was, Adam squirted this glue 
on my arm-sed-and so I poked him, and then he hit me with a 
spoon, and then he started to run away from me, and so I went after 
him, ·and then . .. " 

I'm saying: "But I knew, of course, that it had to be tight, be
cause I did ask for a pencil. You're supposed to tie the bandage 
around the pencil, then twist the pencil. That makes it tight 
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enough. That's why they call it a tourniquet, you see. Tourni
quet." 

Alma is at the Mayer's now with broom and dustpan and waste
basket, sweeping up broken glass. What a good neighbor she is . 

Eric says, ((Tha~s why you wanted a pencil? I thought you'd 
flipped." Then Eric decides to tie Waggy on a rope in the Mayer'S 
yard, so she won't get slivers of glass in her paws. 

I say to Dennis, "You're Dennis, right?" 
He gives me a funny look. 
"You see, Dennis, the reason I sometimes call you Adam is 

because you're the firstborn, and Adam was the first man, you 
see .. . " 

He nods. 
"How old are you, Dennis?" 
"Eleven and a half," he says. He's small for his age. I'd have 

guessed ten or under; I was hoping ten or under. 
"Dennis," I venture anyhow, "would it be all right with you if! 

gave you a big hug and kiss?" 
l;Ie looks quickly over each shoulder before he says okay. I 

accomplish the embrace. Then I say, "Dennis, Adam's accident was 
certainly not your fault." 

Dennis takes a step backward and extends his hand. "Thank you 
very much for helping my brother, Mrs. Blau." He has a nice clean 
handshake for a little fellow. 

Back in our dining room, Eric sheds the black pants, and then, 
with Dennis for a shadow, runs upstairs "to get something." I 
observe that Eric's undershorts are chewed out in the rear, but I 
don't comment. Pretty soon I hear the stereo. Actually, it's easier to 
finish the packing on my own. 

At five-thirty we're off again, Eric at the wheel. It's been arranged 
that Dennis will have dinner with the Stillmans. There's been no 
word on Adam. I don't pay much atten60n to Eric's driving because 
I'm working on his pants, taking dainty, even stitches as one was 
taught to do in fourth-grade home economics. And how many 
stitches will Adam's hand require? We bet on it. Nineteen is my 
guess. Eric's guess is forty-five. Eric wonders if I remember the 
time he cut his chin on the wheelbarrow, when I thought he needed 
stitches but Warren said no, a butterfly would hold it. 

"Sure," I say, "and you thought Dad meant an insect." 
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"Yeah, and you went ape because you thought I'd have a scar." 

"You did have a scar. You still do." 
"I never see it." 
"Well, I do. Mothers see these things." 

At the Pancake House-Erie's choice, and it's just off the 

road-he orders blueberry pancakes and a chocolate shake. I order 

the young people's plate, eating quickly, then working on the 

second pants leg. I'm biting off the last thread when Eric's pancakes 

are only down to half moons. "Eat," I say. "I'm not hungry," he 

says. Then he has an attack of coughing that continues, louder, as 

he goes off to the men's room. I take care of the check. In the car, on 

the last lap to the station, with me driving, Eric doesn't cough 

once; he just drums continually on his knees. We arrive at six 

forty-five for a thirty-three minute wait. 

But which set of tracks do we wait at? A dozen years ago, in this 

very station, John and Eric, both in little sailor suits, and I, holding 

each son tightly by the hand, stood waiting for the southbound 

train on the northbound platform. When our train pulled in, when 

the a11-aboards were called, I refused to budge, just that once 

believing in my own sense of direction, so we never got to 

P~ovidence that day. In the boys' jukebox of memories, t~is 

sttll-popular number is known as The Time Mom Let The Tram 

Go By. So tonight Eric and I are careful to locate ourselves 

correctly, first asking the ticket seller, then consulting a bystander, 

and then, obliquely, getting reassurance from an elderly man who's 

already occupying one end of the bench we choose to sit on. 

"Hello. Are you going to Connecticut?" He's going through Con

necticut to New York. We can relax. 

I say to Eric, "I must admit, I'm a little disappointed." 

"I know," he says. 
"You do?" . 

"Yeah, because I'm disappointed in myself" 

"About what?" 
"About not being able to look at Adam's hand when it was 

bleeding." 
What I meant was, I'd planned on having him around for the rest 

of the summer, and I'll miss him. I say so. And then, "You were 

ten-ific with Adam." 
"Bullshit." . 
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"Yes you were. And with Dennis, too." 
"Dennis thinks it was his fault," Eric says. 
"What did you say to that?" 
"I don't remember." 
We're both tired. Eric wonders if the train will be early. When 1 

hand him a couple of magazines for reading on the train, he gives 
them back to me, saying he plans to sleep the whole way. From my 
purse 1 take a package of gum, a few hard candies, and a neat wad of 
tissues; these he does accept. I put the magazines into his suitcase. 
Eric reads aloud from his digital watch: seven-thirteen, seven
fourteen, seven-fifteen, seven-sixteen. Train arriving. "Good-bye, 
Mom." "Good-bye, sweetheart." I stand waving until the train 
rolls off, though I can't see much of anything through the filthy 
windows. Can't see much of anything through my car windshield 
on the drive home either, not with that sunset shouting into my 
eyes. 

Warren is at the house when 1 get back, and Mimi is, and also my 
aunt Daphne and my uncle Woody, my father's half-brother, who's 
come to consult Warren about an infected bee sting. His purple 
earlobe is swollen to three times normal size and reminds me of a 
testicle: disgusting. While Warren deals with Uncle Woody in the 
den, Mimi and 1 give our aunt polite attendance in the living room. 
"How are you girls and what's new with you?" she begins, and 
then, without pause, tells us how disturbing it is to be giving up the 
house they've lived in for twenty-six years, even though the new 
condominium is gorgeous, a dream come true. She goes on about 
old times and carpets and bedroom furniture until our uncle 
returns with an announcement for Mimi and me. There's been a 
new complication in our father's divorce proceedings. The situa
tion looks pretty grim, but he, U ncle Woody, is on top of the 
situation; if necessary, he'll fly to Detroit and talk turkey to those 
lawyers. Aunt Daphne says, "You girls should thank God your 
poor mother didn't live to witness any of this." 

Mimi speaks of her most recent visit to our father's nursing 
home. She found him in pretty good spirits, she says. They went 
for a walk together, fifteen times around the block, each go-around 
confirmed by him with a click of his little pocket counter. Later, up 
in his room, after she'd performed some small services for him, he 
handed her an apple. He said, "You know what they say about a 
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banana a day keeping the doctor away? Well, I haven't got a 
banana, so here's an apple. It should work just as well." 

I remind myself that not only didn't Eric and I visit my father this 
afternoon, we didn't even call to say hello. And I've forgotten 
about my good friend Paula, who was in court this morning 
negotiating her divorce. And Adam Mayer-I mustn't forget about 
him. Now Warren, who's been on the phone, instructs my uncle to 
meet him at the hospital emergency room at ten-thirty, two hours 
from now. I knew that ear needed draining. 

Aunt Daphne and Uncle Woody leave. Warren and Mimi are 
hungry, but I have nothing to offer except tuna salad. If they want 
to wait, I'll whip up an omelet. "Let's go out," Warren says. 
"Okay," I say, "but let me call the Mayers first." 

Adam is all right. He had thirty-two stitches. There were no 
tendons involved. "I didn't think there would be," 1 say, not 
wanting to admit to the mother than it never even occurred to me 
to worry about tendons. 

At the Chinese restaurant, Warren orders the special dinner for 
three over my protests that it'll be too much because I've already 
eaten. In fact, I match them mouthful for mouthful, and when we 
leave, my jaw feels numbed, the MSG effect. 

Warren thanks Mimi for her chauffeuring services. Mimi thanks 
Warren for dinner. Then Warren sets off for the hospital in the 
wagon, promising to be back around midnight. Mimi leaves me 
before I can communicate a real sense of my day, and without even 
trying to tell me about her day. I feel guilty about not giving her the 
opportunity. Alone, I wander around the house looking for things 
to pick up. I decide to make myself a gin and tonic. When I go to 

the refrigerator for the tonic, I sample some tuna salad with my 
fingers. After I put the tonic back into the refrigerator, I pick at the 
tuna again. 

About an hour later, showered and in a nightgo~n, I'm settled in 
my study with another gin and tonic and with Eric's social psychol
ogy journal open on my desk, when the phone rings. Will I accept a 
collect call from John? Of course I will. "John, how are you dear, 
why are you calling so late?" He's in Oregon. It's not late there, he 
says. Ah, yes, John. The only time wne that exists for him is the one 
he's occupying. In i1 phone booth next to a motel in a small town 
near the Oregon coast, and it's raining again, and there's a vacancy 
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sign outside but nobody at the desk, so John's making this call 
while his girlfriend waits inside for the owner to turn up, and 
there's this freaky-looking woman in there who must have been 
burned or defective or something because her nose, you know, is 
sort of melted into her lips. John says he may not call home on my 
birthday next week, but he bought me a really terrific gift in 
Canada, something I'm going to love. John wants to be told about 
his mail, and he wants me to put a tracer on some film he sent that 
should have arrived at least a week ago, and he wants to know 
whether, if the car breaks down, as he thinks it might, should he try 
to sell it for junk and fly home because he has to be back at school to 
register on the first, and he won't have time to wait around for car 
repairs. "Take it as it comes," 1 say. Then 1 start to tell John about 
Eric's job and about Adam Mayer's accident, but he interrupts me 
because, he says, he's being called in, he has to run. A few quick kiss 
noises, a crisp "Bye Mom," and then a click. 1 sigh "Good-bye 
John" into the dead receiver, knowing it's dead. 

Eric's journal . . . Sloppy handwriting. Predictable content. 
TtJday in class we discussed. I disagree with this book because. Whole 
pages covered with his name, dozens of Eric Blaus in different 
styles, a young person in search of a signature. 1 skim along 
carelessly until, somewhere in the middle, the handwriting makes a 
dramatic shift to legibility. 

"I feel that the centering exercise is becoming more useful each 
time. Being less nervous, 1 find that I'm more able to concentrate 
on nothing." 

"Affirmations are the first idea in this course that 1 can really 
relate to on my own level." 

"I liked the idea of putting my life on a life line. 1 think it would 
be interesting to do this on a detailed year-by-year basis. 1 would 
like to see my life in perspective." 

"Today in class we conducted public interviews. 1 was first and 1 
was sort of surprised about what 1 was saying, not that 1 didn't 
mean it, but that 1 actually heard myself telling other people about 
it. 1 have always felt bad about burdening other people with my 
problems." 

"The personal survey made me see a few things about myself. 1 
learned that 1 usually prefer passive activities and that 1 like to avoid 
reality by getting blitzed. Also, from my answers, 1 seem to be 
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concerned mainly with myself, giving no thought or care to other 
people. But I teel this is not true, mavbe because I don't want it to 
be true." . 

"It's funny, but as I write down the last page in this journal, I feel 
as though I'm losing something. I wish that there was someone at 
home I could talk to this way." 

Like a schoolgirl, I fold my arms on the desk and rest my head on 
them. Trying hard to concentrate on nothing, my poor head 
surrenders to a buzz of issues that are never not present in it. My life 
wish, my death wish. My caring, logical marriage. My eccentric 
friendships. My work, my sense of play, my indelible guilts, my 
ambitions, my terrors, my appetites, the psoriasis on my elbows, 
my period which is overdue and could I be pregnant or could I be 
entering menopause? My dead mother who monitors every step I 
t~e, my mother as a wart on my heel, my mother as leg irons. My 
widowed sister, as present in my heart as in my life : her goodness, 
her humor, her long bleak deprivation. My troubled brother who 
does his dance at the rim of a precipice I've also teetered on. These 
dreams I have in which my house burns, or washes out to sea, or 
explodes, or collapses, or sheds its rooms one by one, or rolls away 
on wheels. My former therapist, trom whom I think I separated far 
too soon. The healing power of the Atlantic Ocean. The scar on my 
cheek reminding me of the tumor that was not the brain tumor I 
expect to die of. My great fury at tyrants . My great love for babies. 
My wish for governance, my devout sense of the absence of God. 
My not-strong eyes which lead me often to the edge of hallucina
tion. Tiny skulls in the rhododendron bushes all last winter, and 
from any active chimney, the possibility of human hair rising. 

Wishing there were someone at home to talk to this way ... 
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FIFTEEN: I, Martha 

You who are observant to a fault, to the point of self-annihila
tion, always listening in, always looking on, boundless in your 
capacity to absorb and understand, have commented on my hands, 
their characteristic positions, the left frightened and withdrawn, 
the right extended, cupped, willing. Hands are interesting. My 
piano teacher of almost forty years ago said I had good hands. My 
ballet teacher of the same era said I had good legs. You, of course, 
remember having already been told this. You don't mind if! repeat 
myself; when I do, you attend to the pattern of my repetition. Very 
little of what I tell you now can come as news to you. 

My hands function well, are dexterous even, but they aren't the 
hands of a dancer. They seem adequate at the keyboard if one 
doesn't look closely, which of course you do. You've seen how 
rough and worn my hands are, how scarred and reddened. You've 
appraised my legs-not bad for a woman of my age. I have my 
mother's legs. Just recently, on the beach, my sister pointed this out 
to me. Neither my sister nor I can summon a clear picture of our 
mother's hands. We've decided they were pale and fleshy and floaty 
in their movements like our brother's; we're capable of inventing 
that kind of memory. I do recall my mother having problems with 
her fingernails, drinking gelatin to strengthen them. The thought 
of drinking gelatin makes me gag. 

My mother had an astonishing handwriting: elegant, highly 
individual, florid but completely legible. My mother's handwriting 
argues with everything I've told you about her. My father's hand
writing is no less contradictory. It's manly and emphatic-bold 
strokes and a consistent slant. It reveals a person in charge of 
himself and of others, a person to be depended upon. Can you 
incorporate this truth about my father into the portrait I've drawn 
of him? 

"I'm no good with my hands" is something my father has always 
said about himself, formerly with a sort of pride. In spite of his 
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ineffectual hands, my father was successful in business, and his 

social skills were impressive. In his childhood he was taught to 

think of himself as manually inept; as an adult, he put his quick 

mind to many projects and his hands to none. To hammer a picture 

hook into the wall was unthinkable for my father. The on-off 

mechanism of his electric rawr was something he mastered only 

with the greatest effort. I recall myself at a young age trying to 

teach my father how to work the double bolt on our front door. 

One more item on my list of childhood failures, since the lock 

continued to defeat him. Lately, though, when my father says he is 

no good with his hands, he means something else: he means 

everything. He means the carcass of his life, his misplaced values. 

Now that he is senile and in the custody of strangers, he is 

surrounded by helping hands but none for holding. 

My husband is a surgeon, a good surgeon-ergo, good with his 

hands. On the middle segment of the index finger of his right hand 

he has a large wart that he refuses to have removed although I've 

asked him please. "Unnecessary surgery," he says, with a certain 

smugness. I think I would not put my life in the hands of a surgeon 

with such a wart, but my husband's patients are less fastidious. His 

practice thrives. My husband's hands are small for a man of his 

generally large build, and their whiteness is surprising considering 

how often he scrubs. My husband is helpful around the house, 

generous in his touching, unambiguous in most of his gestures. 

Also, he is a competent, if uninspiring, violinist. My chiefreserva

tion about my husband's hands is this: at rest, they fall naturally 

into fists. 
You realize, of course, that my father used to beat me. I don't 

want to make too much of this; he didn't beat me very often. My 

brother may be justified in thinking of himself as a victim of 

paternal child abuse, but my sister and I, in conscience, can make 

no such claim. Our fear of our father was somehow separate from 

Our fear of his hand at his belt. Some years ago I probably told you 

that my mother was devastated by my father's explosive energy; 

now I think this is not so. I think instead that my mother's coldness 

was the perfect defense against my wild father, that it both pun

ished and protected him, meanwhile freeing her from the need ever 

to confront her own depriving nature. For me, the worst part of my 

father's beatings was the aftermath. When one of my aunts recently 
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reponed to me that my father's second wife had described him as a 
wondeifUllover, what I was reminded of was this: my father in tears, 
kneeling at my feet, saying to me, his just-whipped daughter, "For 
Christ's sake forgive me, I order you to forgive me." 

I have old hands. Even when I was a young woman, my hands 
seemed old to me. You, who have only known me in my middle 
years, may consider my weathered-looking hands proud badges of 
use, suggesting many immersions in soapsuds, much wrestling 
with angels. If so, your thoughts are touching but inaccurate. As 
far back as my sophomore year in college, my hands were speaking 
to me of blight and neediness. "I hide my hands in the folds of my 
skin because my hands are old" is a line from a poem I wrote then. 
Furthermore, I have an old palm. I don't remember much else the 
palm-reader said; I wasn't interested. I went to the palm-reader 
only because a good friend arranged it as a birthday gift for me. I 
seem to receive a great many birthday gifts from friends and give 
very few-but that's another subject. This friend doesn't realize 
that I've outlived my appetite for the mysterious; she imagines me 
stiUdeep in consultation with my Tarot pack, my Ouija board. Ten 
years ago, yes-but not now. Now I don't want to be riddled with 
messages from the future. I need to believe in my power to 

interrupt the future, my long uninterrupted life-line notwithstand
ing. 

"An old palm is a wise palm," the palm-reader told me. I share 
her sense of the significance of hands, refusing only her system of 
interpretation. I take the same position about handwriting anal
ysis; I've thrown the book away. The most alarming handwriting I 
know is my brother's . It's chaotic, it swarms. My brother writes to 
me at least once a week. His words leap off the handwritten page 
and sting me with feeling. I receive my brother's letters as distress 
signals, though in fact they ask nothing of me. "Rainy day," he 
writes. "Just back from walking dogs. Tuned in to Beethoven's 
first, most Mozanian. Finished the Bundy book, which I will send 
on to you. Very fine, I think, but you may think otherwise." That 
son of thing. 

My own handwriting is prim and severe, lacking flourish or 
style. It's the handwriting of a person who survives on a tight 
emotional budget: is that who I am? My sister's writing, on the face 
of it, is more open than mine, but I find her loops and squiggles 
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vaguely disturbing. I think of a little girl wearing a fake smile, 
trying oh so very hard to conceal her self. My husband's penman
ship? Quite satisfactory. Legible even on prescriptions, more 
printlike than cursive. It's as vertical a handwriting as you're likely 
to meet. 

I identify strongly with my sister. I think of us as having had one 
little-girlhood, shared. Sometimes when I'm recalling long-ago 
events, my sister corrects me: "No, that didn't happen to you, it 
happened to me, and you weren't even there." Oh, but I was there, I 
swear I was. 

Memory interests me. I realize that my most wrenching child
hood memories have assumed a life of their own independent of 
their origin. They're like the old movies replayed year after year on 
late-night television, always the same and yet not the same because 
altered by the circumstances of their airing, by the implications of 
the commercials underwriting them, by the ever-receding dates of 
their first filming, by the simple fact that they are being experienced 
again, still again. An old movie with a sad ending will have me in 
tears even if I've seen it a dozen times before. Are the tears 
themselves reruns? Whenever I think about my mother taking 
away my pink blanket, ripping it to shreds before my eyes, ripping 
me to shreds, I cry. I didn't cry at the time. I know this because my 
mother made a point of it wh~n she described the event to me. It's 
possible that I don't in fact remember the pink blanket, but only my 
mother's account of it. I do remember the first bedroom I ever slept 
in. It had windowed doors. I remember my mother's face on the 
panes, and something about the way the light came in, a sort of 
stained-glass fragmentation, gorgeous, terrifying, and then my 
mother's face on the floor like multicolored water, splashing. What 
sort of memory is that? Have I told you about those sessions with 
my mother, how she'd summon me to her room to kiss and hug her 
while she sat in her boudoir chair as stiff as a statue? Have I spoken 
of the beatings I suffered at my father's hands? I'm sure I told you 
about the fire drills he put us through. I exaggerated just enough to 
make a story of it. 

I want you to know I've been feeling well recently. I wake up 
surprisingly early, with a sense of readiness. Usually I remember 
having just dreamt bad dreams, but I don't simmer in them; ! get 
out of bed. Then, even before I've had coffee, I turn on the radiO to 
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a good music station, and I dance. In my kitchen, still night
gowned, I dance to whatever is being broadcast-Bach or Vivaldi 
if I'm fortunate, Mahler or Wagner if I'm not. I trust you to 
understand how significant this dancing is within the terms of my 
life, what good news. I imagine your hands applauding me. I 
imagine your hands. 

I, Martha, am fading fast. Hurrah for the bottom line, I think, 
glad to be dying ifthis is what dying is: such plenitude. The pain is 
behind me. Gesture and speech are behind me. The glow is ahead 
of me; I feel it. Arriving now to bid me farewell are my nearest and 
dearest-Warren, Mimi and Buddie, John and Eric, the daughters
in-law, the grandchildren. Welcome, cherished persons! Martha 
reaches out to each of them and ... No. Martha is beyond gesture. 
But the spirit of Martha sprouts hands like a Siva. And the spirit of 
Martha frowns, just the merest frown, at the ensuing shuffle. Why 
are they shuffling so? Why the noisy negotiation? Never mind, they 
have settled it nicely. Martha's nearest and dearest arrange 
themselves around her bed, attaching themselves to the fingers of 
her two limp hands. How good it feels. 

It is good to die in the ripeness of one's years, in the richness of 
one's humanity, after the armistice, after the feast, after the 
sublimation, after the pas de deux/trois/quatre/cinq/six, after the 
curtain call, after receiving the bouquet of red roses, after tossing 
the roses one by one into the audience and a rabbi in a front row 
center seat catches a rose and flings it back at you and blows you a 
kiss and sings out "Mazel tov!" and you're halfway to Elysium 
and ... 

Look who's here! A garland of kinfolk, by blood and by 
marriage. Life goes on, which is what life ought to do. A child will 
climb up on the roof to get the feather. A woman of middle years 
will fortifY the mourners with a pot of soup. A pious old man, a 
man who loves the Torah, will come at dawn and sundown to 
complete the minyan. Be grateful, Martha, for the presence of these 
relatives who rub and press and nuzzle your dying body, which is 
fortunately beyond pain. 

Did somebody fart? It may have been Martha herself who farted 
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unwittingly. But doesn't anyone know to open a window? 
No one is leaving. Neighbors arc arriving. Thou shalt love thy 

neighbor as thyself Martha does, she does. And her many friends, 
Martha loves them too. A friend in need is a friend indeed. Martha's 
friends have no way of knowing that she is now beyond need. If she 
were not beyond speech and gesture she would tell them and they 
would leave her in peace. As it is, they may leave her in pieces. Such 
pushing and pulling! Though her body will be useless when dead, 
Martha would like to be whole in her coffin. Call it a vanity. 
Everyone is entitled to a little vanity. Who preached about Vanity? 
Was it Jesus? For the first time since God-knows-when, Martha 
thinks about Jesus, how He really did die for everyone, herself 
included, and she not even a Christian. 

Now, without access to her voice or her fingers, Martha recites 
the Ten Commandments. 

Now Martha is making love. Ahhh Ahhh Ahhh. And again. 
Again. 

All you need for an angel food cake is eggs, flour, sugar, cream of 
tartar, and a bit of salt. The whole is greater than the sum of its 
parts. 

To see The Cake whole is to be rendered breathless by it. Martha 
holds her breath. This breath she's holding will be her last, she 
thinks; then thev will call for the feather. Not so. Martha exhales. 
The company erl,ales. The cake cracks. The vigil continues. This 
final meeting of the shareholders in the Martha corporation drags 
on and on, awaiting a death rattle. Someone is using the telephone, 
ordering pizza. Someone is intoning a poem. Someone is playing 
the fiddle. Joints are being circulated, and bottles of schnapps. 

This elevator has exceeded its maximum load. This cup runneth 
over and over. Such sweating, such farting! Can't anyone, for 
God's sake, open a window? 

C'est la vic, .Martha. Tough titties, Martha. People sometimes 
rise to The Occasion and sometimes not, Martha. Often, people 
rise to The Occasion then fall then rise a little short of The 
Occasion, then fall again, and so forth : that's how the ball bounces. 
This shouldn't raise a hair on you, Martha. The ambiguous world 
you entered is the one you now depart. Could it be otherwise? 

Still, there is something to be said for leadership, order, and the 
putting forth of right principles. I, Martha, in whose body a fever 
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still rages, am thinking about fire. A flash fire in this very room. My 
loved ones trampling each other. No exit. The flame-filled door
way. The unopenable window. The other door-no no no, that's 
not an exit, that's a closet! The smoke, the heat, the coughs, the 
screams, and finally somebody weeping. Who has survived to 

weep? Martha, Martha. 
Martha feels her heart beating harder now, and Martha feels her 

lungs rejecting an imagined girdle of smoke. Martha's lips are 
moving, too. A word is forming, re-forming, on Martha's lips. Is 
she able? Does she dare? In a crowded theater? 

"Fire! Fire!" 
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